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FIRE DAMAGES UCM BUILDING-A fire of undetermined origin heavily
damaged the United Campus Ministry building adjacent to the Murray
State University campus last night. Firefighters and volunteers with the
Murray Fire Department responded to the call at 7:15 p.m. and remained
on the scene throughout the night.




Churchmen and others affiliated with
United Campus Ministry (UCM) are
surveying options available for
relocation today after a fire destroyed --
- the UCMatlyear" otr-MorrayStatv
University campus Wednesday
evening.
The blaze destroyed the major
portion- of the .30-year-old
'heated on lbth Street across from
Wilson Hall on the campus.
A ladder truck with Murray Fire
Department was on standby at the fire
site most of the -day -today. Also, in-
speciors with the state fire marshal's
office- were telln tedly iiistt1ng .the
remains.
"We have no immediate plans for
relocation, we're still surveying our
options," Bev. Fred Morton,. a
Methodist minister associated with
UCM, said early today.
Cause of the 7 p.m. blaze was
unknown today. A spokesman for
Murray Fire Department said the fire
apparently started in the rear of the
building, possibly between an older
ceiling and a newer suspended ceiling.
The fire department spokesman said
the main auditorium portion of the
building -plus two front offices were
totally destroyed. Other offices- in the
building sustained water damage, the
--,avaikeimitutts
Murray Fire Department received
the call about 7:15 p.m. Five vehicles
reigitiMkiTiour pumpers, a ladder
truck and a van. Over 28 on and off duty
Aireauebtaldethhelire. -
Firemen stayed at the fire location all
night, the spokesman said, to spot
newly kindled fires.
Owned by the Memphis Conference of
United Methodist Church, the LICX
building was built in 1948 as a Methodist
Wt1vy Fuuz4bai buildiug. ,
The building underwent a • major
renovation in 1968. ",
Rev. Morton said United Campus
Ministry, an association of' various
religious organizations in Murray, has
used the building in recent years.
Rev. Morton said no estimate of loss
had been determined early today
pending an insurance adjustment in-
spection.
A number of on and off campus
groups used the building, including a
UCM Wednesday luncheon group.
Carter Set Ask Federal Judge To Order Coal Miners Back To Work
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Carter
administration, trying to end the 94-day
coal strike, is set to ask a federal judge
ordet-160,100- miners back to work.
Justice Department lawyers planned
to seek an immediate order in U.S.
District Court today under the strike-
stopping provisions of the Taft-Hartley
Act.
One official said the government is
prepared to seek contempt citations
and fines against any union locals,
leaders-or-coat companierthat defy the
order. "There's not much point in
getting the order if you're not ready to
enforce it," the official said.
Leaders of the United Mine Workers
union and government officials expect
widespread defiance of the expected
court order.,
A fact-finding panel appointed by
- -Carter under the Taft-Rattley-Uti- sent--
4s report to the White House today. The
law requires that Carter receive the
report before the government can seek
a back-to-work order.
The government's move for a court
House Gives Unanithous Okay
To $7.5 Billion Kentucky Budget
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - The
Kentucky House has unanimously
approved and sent to the Senate Gov.
Julian Carroll's proposed $7.5 billion
state budget for the next two fiscal
years.
The governor's budget, said
Appropriations and Revenue Chairman
Joe Clarke, D-Danville, "is a lot tighter
than you think."
The vote Wednesday was 100-0.
. However, several legislators
criticized the budgebfor increasing the
state's bonded debt While not returning
enough coal severance tax revenue to
coal-producing counties.
The Senate, meantime Wednesday,
approved a Housepassed measure
repealing the prohibition against
tobacco warehouses offering rebates or
special privileges to farmers to sell
their tobacco.
The measure was amended in the
Senate to require that a warehouse
treat all farmers equally, and the
House must concur -in that amendment.
The Senate passed another part of the
governor's energy legislation package.
The bill would establish the Depart-
ment of Energy to consolidate existing
state energy agencies with the Ken-
tucky Center for Energy Research.




WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S.
Department of Transportation has
awarded Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board $336,372 for im-
provements to Murrav-Calloway
County Airport (Kyle Field).
The announcement came from the
offices of U.S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard, and senators Wendell Ford
and Walter "Dee" Huddleston today.
According to a spokesman for Sen.
Ford, funding in the grant calls for
buying 26 acres of land for a clearing
zone, three acres for a county road
relocation, removal of obstructions,
extension and marking of runways,
constructing a turnaround, extending-





the Senate an administration proposal
to require motorists to have a car
window sticker showing that they carry
automobile liability insurance.
Two bills were approved by the House
to authorize the sale of bonds to finance
school construction and to finance
student loans. -
One measure would establish the
Kentucky Higher Education Student
Loan eorporation with authority to sell
up to $30 million in revenue bonds.
The proposed Kentucky School
Building Authority would be able to
make direct cash grants to local school
districts. No bond ceiling is set in the
bill. The proposed executive budget
includes 87 million for the new
authority.
. Approved after a lengthy debate was
a bill to give the state tighter control
over regional mental health treatment
centers. The measure carries a $3
million appropriation for expansion of
the 15 comprehensive care centers bver
the next two years.
The House narrowly passed a bill to
require hospitals that offer emergency
services to have a physician on call
around the clock to examine victims of
sexual offenses.
Also approved was a bill ap-
propriating $2 million over the bien-
nium to . fund cancer research in
Kentucky.
The House managed to vote itself an
increased expense allowance after a
roll call demand Tuesday by Rep.
Claudia Riner, D-Louisville, defeated a
similar move by one vote._
The lower chamber approved 58-33 a
legislators' travel bill with an amend-
ment raising the daily-expense
allowance per lawmaker from $50 to $75
while the Legislature is in session.
Mrs. Riner again demanded a roll
call on the amendment; it passed 51 34
order came as the Labor Department
reported that 25,500 factory workers
were laid off last week as a result of the
strike'
The government said about 45 per-
cent of the layoffs were in Indiana, with
workers in Pennsylvania, Illinois,
r Maryland and Ohio also affected. The
layoffs were.up 2,900 from the previous
-week.,
The board took testimony from union
and industry representatives on
• Wednesday„then worked late into the
night to complete its report on where,
the bitter dispute stand& and the
chances of a settlement.
The report, which codains no
recommendations for ending the
dispute, was not expected -to affect
White House strategy, but its delivery
to the president is required by law
'before Carter can make his next move.
Meanwhile, Energy Department
officials said Wednesday that there has
-been-an-increase in coal deliveries from
non-union, mines to hard-pressed elec-
tric utilities in the East and Midwest,
bolstering critically low stockpiles_and,
the administration hopes, postponing
for several weeks the extensive layoffs
and power cutbacks that have- been
predicted.
However, Energy Secretary James
R: Schlesinger warned that the coal
strike would put at least 3.5 million
people out of work by the end of April if
the walkout does not end within 10 days.
Coal-related layoffs affected fewer than
23,000 people by late February, he said.
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall said
the administration remains hopeful
that a national settlement can be
reached, but he acknowledged that
local agreements might be easier to
achieve in light of the miners' 2-1
Prices For Finished Goods Up
Largest Amount In Three Years
WASHINGTON (AP) - The prices
manufacturers receive for their
products rose by the largest amount in
three years last month as food -prices
showed unusually large gains, the
Labor Department said today.
Consumer foods rose 2.9 percent in
February, leading the increase of 1.1
percent for all finished goods.
These prices, charged at the last
stage of production, usually show up at
the consumer level within a few
months.
Consumer prices have already begun
to rise rapidly, going up 0.8 percent in
January, about double the inereases of
last year.
The 1.1 percent increase in finished
goods prices for January was the
largest since a 1.9 percent increase in
November 1974. It followed rises of 0.6
percent in November, 0.5 percent in
December and 0.6 percent in January.
latillke the n Janpari report, most of
the increases were ong foods, some
of them in 
short-su; 
ly because of the
severe winter weather.
Wholesale prices turned up sharp1%.
for pork, eggs and dairy products ,1
February after declining in thr'
previous month. Beef and veal pr;(-,
rose much more than in Januar:
Fjowever, prices declined for roast' 1
coffee. Prices rose less than in Januar \
for fresh and dried fruits and viw -
tables and processed poultry.
The 2.9 percent price increase •
consumer foods followed rises of
percent in January and 0.5 percent -4
December.
If food is removed, wholesale pric.-,
were up 0.4 percent, about the &lir'.
level as the last half of 1977.
Prices declined for jewelry, gasoi.r.'
and home heating oil. •
Prices rose less in February than
January for automobiles, housel-.,
fkuniture and mobile homes. Howc-..--
prices rose more rapidly for bevera:. -
soap and synthetic detergents, f-
wear and tobacco products.
The Labor Department's Finish
Goods Price Index is ,intended to
replace the Wholesale Price Index, to
make the monthly report coincide more
with ensnmer prices.
The old Wholesale Price Index rose 1
percent in February, the largest in-
crease since a 1 percent rise last April.
Price increases continued at the
early stages of production, particularly
among food products.
Raw farm materials rose 4.7 percent,
contributing to a 3.2 percent rise in all
crude goods. That was the largest in-
crease since a 4.2 percent rise in Feb-
ruary 1977.
Goods at the middle stage of
processing, particularly steel, showed a
0.9 percent gain.
The finished goods index stood at
188.3, meaning these prices were 88.3
percent higher t,han they were in the
1967 period.
Officials said two weeks ago that the
January increase of 0.8 percent .in
consumer prices was caused mainly by
one-month factors not expected to be
repeated throughout the year.
rejection last weekend of a national
accord.
The government planned to request a_
temporary restraining order directing
miners to go back to their jobs and coal
bompanies to resume "good faith"
bargaining r with the United Mine
Workers union, said the administration
official, who asked not, to be ,niuned.
To frY• to ensure compliance, the
official said, the government wanted
more than 1,000 union officials and
locals and coal companies named as
defendants so they would be subject to
contempt citations or fines.
The temporary order presumably
would remain in force until the judge
&aid hear arguments on a request for
an 80day injunction. Under Taft-
Hartley, the government must prove
that continuation of a walkout would
.'timperil the nationai heafth .or-safety_"
It remained uncertain, however,
when - and if - miners would return to
work under the order and when
negotiations would resume.
Administration officials have said
miners could be back on the joba.by_.next -
week, but UMW leaders and members
have . predicted mass defiance of a -
back-to-Work order.
The miners would work under the
terms of the union's 1974 contract, but
to encourage their return, the ad-
ministration has asked the coal
operators to give the miners a $1 an




In recognition of its outstanding
service to children and youth of Murray
,and Calloway County, Murray Poet No.
71 of the American Legion here has
been cited by the National Organisation
of the Legion, Post Commander Roy
Folsom announced today.
The citation from the American
Legion National Headquarters located
in Indianapolis, Ind., is signed by the
National Commander, Wm. J. Rogers,
Kennebunk, Maine and National
Chilaren-and Youth Chairman, Earl D.
Franklin, Jr., Sterling Colorado.
Post Commander Folson gave much
of the credit for the national award to
Cleo Sykes who is Children and Youthe
program chairman for Post 73. Nelson
Blalock, James R. Jones and Bill
Cherry were also active in this
program.
"Children and Youth is one of the
American Legion's basic program,"
Commander Folsom explained, "and
we are proud that our efforts have been
recognized in this manner by the
National -Organization."
inside today
Each of the more than 16,000 ...
American Legion Posts is asked to
submit an annual report of its ex-
penditures and activities on behalf of
children and youth.. •
Among the activities which earned
this award for Post 73 were. Blueerass
Boys State which four boys attended
one of these elected Governor, an honor
nerver realized by Post 73 before;
Bluegrass Girls State which two girls
attended, a,nd Anierican _Legion
Baseball. -
Commander Folson noted that more
than $2,500 was spent on these.
programs and he wished to thank the
many fine persons of Murray and
Calloway County who helped finance
them.
Also Commander Folsom reminded
members of the regular monthly
meeting to beheld Monday, March 13.
This will be a-dinner meeting with the
meal to be served at 6:30 p.in. Post 73
will serve ham hocks and white beans
and others may bring cole slaw,
scalloped potatoes, and-dessert.
One Section-I6 Pages
Murray High and Lone Oak both advanced in the First
Region boys basketball tournament last night. The Tigers
defeated Fulton County while Lone Oak outlasted Wingo.




Becoming partly cloudy and
:older tonight, low in mid to
upper 20s. Mostly sunny and
warmer Friday, high in mid and
upper 40s. Winds will be nor-
therly around 10 miles an hour
today, becoming light and
variable tonight. Tholprobability
of measurable preapitation is
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PAGE 2 ME MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, noonday, March 9, 1978 PAI
By FJ.L Blasingame MD
IDeok .4131 -
CIIIBy Abigail Van Buren
Where To Get Help
:In Family Planning
DEAR ABBY: Even though Planned Parenthood does
;en excellent job, you do your readers a disservice whee,,
4ou refer them only to Planned Parenthood.
.4; There are only 190 Planned Parenthood affiliates in the
41nited States with approximately 650 clinics, so obviously
7eit all communities are served by Planned Parenthood
'offices
-You would be doing your readers a service to suggest
that they check their yellow pages under "Birth Control
Information Centers, Clinics and/or Clinics-Abortion.'
There are numerous women's health-type centers
throughout the country that provide complete gynecologi-
cal services in many communities where there is no
-Planned Parenthood, or in some cases in addition to
Tlanned Parenthood.
Such clinics provide reliable, quality _health care to
omen  usually at a :lower rate' than private physicians,
',making these services available to Aiorfien who- would -
:otherwise not be able to afford them
Sign me . .
'
 HELPFUL1N ORLANDO FLA. 
DEAR HELPFUL: I appreciate the information.
,Planned Parenthood is not in competition with other
-reputable birth control centers. (It has even actively
'encouraged their establishment and funding.)-
' Planned Parenthood is listed in the telephone books of
:approximately 70 per cent of the U.S. population, so I
suggest that the wise birth control shopper first check for
--Mi-ntie-d-Plireirtbnott in the white pages befogs beourin,g
.the yellow pages. Planned Parenthood has - earned a
.national reputation for the highest medical standards.
DEAR ABBY: For the past few months we have been
receiving magazines, books and record albums in the mail.
We did not order any of this stuff and have no idea why
they are sending it to us: (The bills are enclosed.)
Each time something shows up. I have to pack it up and
mail it back to the sender because I don't believe in
keeping things that don't belong to me. This is getting to
be a real chore. I'm tired of making trips to the post office,
but I don't know what else to do. Help!
IRUITATE D
DEAR IRRITATED:.When you receive a package you
did not order, mark it -refused' and return it to the post
office. (They will assume the responsibility of returning it.)
If you open it, technically you have "accepted" it, and
you must then pack it up again if you want to return it.
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: "Teenagers,. Go
Home" wits written by DOris But-vile of Olympia, Weak.
She wrote it forlhe }Ebbing (Minn.) Daily Tribune in 1955.
Within months, it began appearing in magazines and
newspapers all-over_t he United States --_and_even abriiad!
The author's name was never mentioned until the
Reader's Digest reprinted the piece and gave her credit
plus a check for $80 which, by the way, was the only
remuneration Doris has ever received for that fine piece.
Hate te Write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions," Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped 124 cents) envelope.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Thomas Roberts of Murray
Route Two has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah'.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lori Rushing of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HUTSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hutson
of Route One, Puryear, Tn.,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Candice Danielle, weighing
four pounds fifteen ounces,
born on Saturday, March 4, at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn. The
mother is the former Patricia
Elkins.
ARIES 
irk 4:7'( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Stars promise interesting
developments and growth- in
areas that shou/d stimulate
• your ambItionS and your
ever-active mind.
TAURUS
di+ .•,7c"I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Watch finances, but don't
become overly anxious about
them. Just make up your mind
to pursue a realistic and con-
servative course.
GEMINI • „,' _n
f May n to June hi,
Stellar influences. indicate
new activities, Inixtg ex-
periences and the imaginative
revitalization of all interests.
Enjoy your day!
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 431(2)
Be patient if _things donl . go
quite according to plan. An
unforeseen, but necessary,
alteration in your program
could prove quite beneficial in
(belong run. -
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4121".
A better day for completing
pending -projects - than - for
beginning new ones. Make plans
for the latter, but don't launch
until early next week.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) a
Direct your innate en-
thusiasm into • progressive
channels. You can accomplish
more than many others during




Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 11L-1-141
Venus, benefic, invites you to
bring forth your finest now. The
only way in which you could
possibly stymie good results is.
through hasty action - not
normal with you. •
Spring





(Southside Shopping ( enter, S,AurraN)
is full of clothes for both! All the way from navy to
pastels. Come in and make your selections today from




0: Ms. S. V., who has
vsory Appotit i isinc. uJ.rtas
to ask whether perfume
can be a source of irrita-
tion, especially if worn on
skin exposed to sunlight.
A: While persons vary in
their skin sensitivity and
allergic reactions, per-
fume is a common source
of tiouble, especially if it
contains oil of bergamot.
Its odor is popular and
appealing and . is devised
from the sour orange, but
this perfume is often irri-
tating and allergenic, espe-
cially in sunlight and
causes dark splotching of
the skin. This splotching
will heal and disappear in
a few v4feeks when, the
irritant is removed.
Instead of the natural
source, an artificial vari-_
itY—Orbergamtif7is-n
compounded in the labora-
tor • and ic lp
cause skin irritation.
It is preferable to use
plain lotions and creams
which have been specially
formulated mit to cause
skin irritation, even in di-
rect sunlight.
If perfume is tied, it
should be dabbed on cloth-
ing away from skin or on
parts of the skin which do
not receive direct sunlight,




0: Mr. J. L.'s close friend,.
who is middle-aged, has
been told that his kidneys
have about. failed-and that
he will have to use a kidney.
machine, for_the remainder
of his life or have a kidney
transplant If. KW appropri-
- Your Individual  
Horoscope
Frances Drake 
ate kidney can •Otu1
. Mr. J. L. wants_to know
if such cases are covered
by Medicare.
A: Since July, 1973, Medi-
care has covered almost
all persons under 65 .years
of age who have perma-
nent kidney failure and
require dialysis treat-
ments or need a kidney
transplant. However, to be
eligible for such coverage
by Medicare, a person
must have worked long
enough to be insured under
Social Security or the rail-
road retirement system or
be the spouse or dependent
child of such a worker.
Someone should help
your friendsheck with the
local Social Security office
to determine eligibility.






1604-A Monroe, Murray, Baby
Girl Daughaday (Peggy),
P.O. Box 382, Murray, Baby
Boy Sheppard (Lilly), Rt. 1,
Dexter, Baby Boy Shelton
(Beverly), Rt. 7, Murray.
Dismissals _
Mrs. Letha A. Crain, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Arthur G.
Eldridge, 719 So. 4th., Murray,
Miss Lucy McWherter, 1300
Payne Apt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Paula J. Beaman and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Linda S. Hazel, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tn., Harold M. Morton, 1542'
Oxford, Murray, William B.
- Humphreys, 1606 Hermitage
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Isabell G.
Piazza, Box 198, New Concord,
His-physician or liospital---7OStin E. Houston, Rt. 4,




expensive ahd afreii' Of
Burpo, Rt. ñri %Mir
G. McNutt, 210 Fairview,
Tri.," Mis. Willie T..
FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1978
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni,*
the stars say, read the forecast Don't put off tiresome tasks
giveafortlour or you'll-regret it later. II -
be twice as difficult to e.
Find ways to advance not noted
before.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)- "kV.
Gobd Jupiter influences!
Trigger all action to blend ,tvith
the top offerings of the day and
add finesse to make matters run
as smoothly as possible.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1/16C
Certain limitations to your
progress can be oyercome if you
take time to reevaluate your
a ifns and expand your program
so as to make better use Of your
talents.
AQUARIUS
• Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't mix' business and
pleasure to the detriment of
either - which usually means
to both.. In conferences, listen
BEFORE you speak. A day for
caution.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC'
G-reater recognition for your
efforts -indicated. Shake off a
current tendency toward self-
doubt. You are a bundle of
talents, Use them!
YOU BORN TODAY are a
gregarious person, extremely
tolerant of your fellowman and
always ready with a helping
hand when needed. You are
innately practical and thrifty,
but are not penurious when it
comes to spending for things
that have real value. Pisceans
can attain great heights, once
they have found their true niche
in life, and many are numbered
among our prominent business
executives and leaders in other
fields - notably in science, art,
poetry, education and
literature. Birthdate of: David
Rabe, playwright; -Barry





Don Jones instead of the at-
torney named in the story of
the special court session held
by the Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries
published in Monday issue of
the Murray Ledger and
Times.
CHEESE PIZZA
A persistent but improvable
legend attributes the invention
of the cheese pizza to a Naples
restaurateur named Raffaele
Esposito, who supposedly
served pizza topped with
mozzarella to visiting Queen
Margherita in the 19th cen-
tury. The Queen loved it, and
Esposito dubbed his creation
."Pizza Margherita." Today;





I 7:15,9:10 + 2:30Sat., Sun.
BEYOND AND BACK
They went into the
unknown and returned
• With startling revalatIOnto.
1 about life Ott deathTI) 11", .711.. 447 i  ,,; .....„,........_
15!11,4t.'OS




Not A Bad Idea For
Something Te Do Tonito
long duration. Dialysis
usually has to be done
every few days for an
indefinite period, and kid-
neys for transplant are in
short supply now and will
continue to be.
The federal 49..Ygrnment
is rurrently -expending an-
nually about 8700 million
on kidney dialysis and
transplant programs and
giving support to about
37,000 citizens suffering
with kidney failure. 
Redden, Rt. 4, urray, 
Garland, 711 Story, Murray,
Curtis Doty, Rt. 1, Springville,




Are you buying cheese
already shredded? If the
package reads eight ounces,
that means two cups of
shredded cheese.
WE'RE CLEANING HOUSE ON SOME OF OUR MOST
POPULAR HOTPOINT NO-FROST REFRIGERATORS TO MAKE
ROOM FOR NEW MODELS! RFALLY BIG SAVINGS!













157fl  Cu ft no-frost retngerator-
freezer El 3 Adiustable cab.net
shelves C Wheels for easy roll-out
clearung C Poveef•Saver svotch
tame re. Meat pan C Ice storage PrVret
2 Easy-Release." rce trays n 439
14 Pferszuf eaperatist. •
SAVEs80


















141 NorM, Morro, - 713-4471
dorms From Soloolalilooso Smorgasbord
Appirances Are Our ONLY Business l•
COUNTRY SUBURBAN CATERS TO YOUR LIFESTYLE
There's a whole new world of related separates at Country Suburban... one more exciting
than the next... all delightfully fresh and stimulating. Thoughts immediately turn to spring, as
the group selected for sketching points up. . . in a handsome 50% polyester/50% cotton
chambray, for the main parts... stripes or plaids in shirts, for the supporting roles.
LITT
master change










PAW 3 THE MURRAY, Ky., tIDGIR L TIMIS, Thwrsday, Mardi 9, 197$
TO COMMUNITY
Vs:* CAT E NDAR
- Thursday, 'March 9
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women Will meet at the home
of Mn,. Glyco Wells at seven
p.m.
Independence Unite
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the church.
Murray Charaer No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the United Figure Salon at
7:30 p.m.
Murray _Tennis - Aosociation
will meet at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray
ab seven--p.m. •
Thursday, Mardi 9
The welcome Wagon Club
will meet at the North Com-
munity Room' of the North




Baptist Women will meet at
the parsonage, at 9:30 a.m.
with Connie White in charge of
- the week-of prayer program.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
'Mrs. Greene Wilson at 1:30
p.m.
World Day of Prayer
Program of the Church
Women United has been
rescheduled for ten a.m. at the
First Presbyterian. Church.
_Coffee will be served at‘9:30
a.m.
II
Church WMU and the entire Shopping for Senior Citizens
supper at the church•at 6:30 p.m. For transportation call
p.m. in observance of the 753-0929.
week of prayer for home
rpissions. Elm Grove Church
have been invited as special
guests.
Homemakers Clubs will
raret as Mows: Deffer
, Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.,
aUcl South Murray, Racers,
Town and Country, and
Progressive Clubs at places
and times to be announced.
Grbve 126 Wciddriien of -the
Warld will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six
p.m.
Junior piano recital of
Janwin Overstreet, Paducah,
will be held at 1115 p.m. irrthe
Old Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Saturday, March 11
Bake sale will start at nine
a.m. in front of Roses
Department Store as spon-
sored by the Church of Jesus
Christ of -Litter bay iii
First Baptist Church (As
will have a book study at the
Fellowship Hall of the-church
from two to five p.m,.
Sunday, March 12
Spaghetti luncheon bk
Senior High Youth of the First
Christian Church will be held
following the morning
worship service.
Gospel singing will be held
at Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ at 2:30 p.m.
St. Patrick's Luncheon To
Feature Bannon And Taylor
A spring luncheon. Rowan)
in honor of St. Patrick's Day
will be presented in the
auditorium of the Calloway
County Public Library by
Henry Bannon, tenor, and
Marie Taylor, pianist, on
Thursday, March 16, at noon.
Mr. Bannon, a native of
Dublin, Ireland, holds the
Bachelor of Music and MA.
degrees from the University of
Iowa, and hp done doctoral
-"Ar•aaltzt.
BEMENT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. John Bessent
of Lakeland, Fla., announce
the birth of a baby girl,
Stephanie Nicole, weighing six
7- pounds one ounce, measuring
19 _inehis. born OP Monday,
March 6, at a" hospital there.
The mother is the former
Sharron Darnall.
Local grandparab—ii-fe-nr-
Ind Mrs. Clifton B. Hutson of
Murrarkatite -Eight.' Great
grandparents include Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Adams and the
Rev. and Mrs. J. N. Darnall,
all of Cadiz.
HOPKINS BOY
- and Mrs. Robert
Hopkins of Almo Route One
-are- the--1-3aMtirof-a-baby-boy-,-
Derek Scott, weighing eight
pounds and measuring 19t/
inches, born On Thursday,
March 2, et 6:59 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Alan
Keith, age five. The father is
- employed by Murray Natural
Gas System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hopkins of Atmo
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
G. C. Graham -et -Swami&
Route One. A great grand-
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studies atthel University ofTexas at Ai.itin, 
  He was a
scholarship student in. opera
at the Mannes College of
Music in New York and
studies voice with Milan V.
Petrovic of New York.
With some thirty operatic
roles in his repertoire; Mr.
Bannon has sung in opera
nationwide in the United
States and in Germany where
he was a regular member and
leading tenor of the Southeast
Bavarian Slate --Wieatre. He
has been guest soloist with
many symphony orchestras
including those of Dallas and
San Diego. In Kentucky he has
sung with the Kentucky Opera
Association - and the Owen-
sboro Symphony Orchestra.
At Murray State where he is
an associate professor of
music, Mr. Bannon appears
regularly in recital and as
with. aar.aaus_  music minas set up in honor of St. 
Department ensembles. He - Patrick's Day, as well as our
has- porton:led - in _DAtiltvitukee_ _resident Irish tenor, /*JUL*:
where he sang with the Bannon." She continued,2We
Florentine Opera Company in are also hopeful that the
-The Tales of Hoffman." weather will - cooperate with
--Marie Taylor, an assistant the spring theme permitting a
professor of music at Murray large turn-out for an hour of
State, holds the Bachelor of fun, good and entertainment."
Music • from „Michigan State .:'Everytinejeis cordially,
University where she studied invited to jalrus at the library -
_azith...ethaa..erinnti  ...She. has, for _this music _pro_gram
done additional graduate work -featuringlienry Bannon and
at Peabody College in Nash- Marie Taylor," Ms. Johnson
vine; Tit,- where she 'studies said. - "Please make your
'harpsichord with Scott reservations by calling 753-
Withrow. 2288 by March 15," she con-
Mrs. Taylor frequently eluded.
appears in recital at Murray -
State and in the .surrounding
area. She has recently given
lecture-recitals on the harp-
sichord at Murray State,  
Lambutk College, for the
Music Club of Paducah, and in
Owensboro. She also is a
member of the recently for-
med and very popular jazz trio
of Marie Taylor, Don Story,
and Chuck Simons.
'The menu for this fifth in a
series of luncheim programs
- sponsored- by- dre- --calloway. -
County Public Library will.
feature all green foods
cominemorating the




Johnson, staff member in
charge of 'this luncheon.
-. "Me hope to have a large
salad bar with all the trim-
Japanese Folk Tales
Added Blind Library
FRANKFORT,Ky.-- The animals and aid Japanese
Library Tor Ji. le Blind- and legends which-were written by
Physically Handicapped- has
received a gift from Japan-10
volumes of Japanese folk tales
for children, teanslated Into
English and printed in braille.
The volumes were presented
to Adam Ruschivai, ad-
ministrator of the libriry, by
Dr. Jim Owen, district gov-
ernor of Rotary District 671
and director of Elizabethtown
Community College. -
The contribution came from
the Osaka East Rotary Club of
Japan and is part of a
nationwide effort to increase
good will and promote a better
understanding and ap-
preciation of Japanese
literature, according to Owen.
The folk tales are a
collection of stories about
Go Fly Kite
With the Kids
March winds usually brings
out the kite flyers in the neigh-
borhood. Safety specialists
with the UK College of
Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service suggest you
go kite flying with the kids—to
have fun, and also to teach
them a few important safety
precautions.
Children are more apt t9
listen when you do something
with them, than if you just
preach to them.
Here are safety tips that
could save your kids from -
injury or death
—Don't fly a kite with-any
metal parts, be it frame, tail-
or "String." Stay away from
tinselstring, wire or twine
with metal in it. These as well
as a plain kite string that's
wet, will conduct electricity.
-.-Fly the kite in an. open
field, and watch the ground
, you're running on.
—Don't fly a kite on a rain'
day.
—If the kite does get Caught'a
one of these don't pull the
string, leave it alone and get
an adult to help you. NEVER
climb a power pole to loosen a
snagged kite.
—Kites Don't have to
pensive, let your kids know it's
better to buy another one than
to try of rescue a kite that gets
hung up in a dangerous place.
•
Johnny & Hayden Rickman
invite You To Come In And Look Around!
Murray Formal Tuxedo Rental Co., Inc
The Tux Shop
Wnere Tuxedos is a tell t:me business not a sideline
Formerly In The College Shop:
New Location!








You make your selection from hundreds of tuxedoes in
stock and if by some chance we don't have exactly what you
want and it's by After Six we can get it! And we can fit you!
Norikazu, a contrubutor to
English language publications
and an English teacher at
Wayo Women's University.
"These books are important
addition to the library beCause
we serve 220 patrons who use
braille, an expensive material
.o produce. "Kid Ruschival.
The library currently has
around 7,500 -volumes which
are used by a readership of
almost 3,000.
In addition to blind in-
dividuals, the library serves
the elderly, the temporarily
disabled and anyone who has a
physical disability which
prevents them from reading
or holding printed materials.
For more information about
the library's services, contact
Adam Ruschival, at (502) 564-ud
5532, or use the toll-free
number, 1-800-372-2968.






R. C. Miller, Rt. 2, Bx. 273,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce M.
Sullivan, Rt. 2, Mayfield,
Frank D. Elkins, Rt. 4, Bx. 3-
A, Benton, Mrs. Linda G.
Haynes, Rt. 2, Bx. 59 Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Dorothy E. Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Almo, Billie D.
Harrison, Bx. 144 Benton,
Mrs. Cynthia A. Ball, Rt. 2,
Bx. 118, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dona
L. Salyers, Rt. 2, Bx. 112
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Edwards, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Maggie F. Colson, 905 N. 16th,
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Willie B. Alexander, 1412
IreDutlley, Murray, Yrs: Anna
M. Stanley, Rt. 1, Hardin,
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Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Joyce F..
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Darnell; Rt. 8, Bx. 750.
Murray, Mrs. Conova E.
Miller, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.













New Styles For '78
°Ye the plunge SWIere
year from Breabt s' And, Bryant's hos
the 'nos! popular styles °validate tor
yOur se1ectepn Important thet ydor aye
ono., some ore bold and bnght some
are s;34r .re cream colors Select from Mif sporty rugby
crayons and the roorg stnpes St-yles are by Koh Tide Beech
Potty Cotaleno lun.o.r, On the lilewh Scrasofros. and Mope.'
A 500 deposit wdt hold you' text en Icy crwcryl 15.110 25.110
•
•
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behave and work out a safe-
shelter plan, you can usually
4seape --tultarmed when one
hits. Sometimes you can even
outrun a tornado, if you sprint
• or drivein the right direction.
"Visit your library and.
check out some books on
tornados to share with your
children," suggests George
Turner, an engineer with the
College of Agriculture
• Set-
vice. "Once they understand.
about tornados and how to
behave when one is on the
way, they're more likely to do
the right thing When the alert
is sounded for, a tornado
warning or watch.
"Children who are fire-drill
trained - usually escape
unharmed from a fire at home
or at shcool. So tornado-train_
_theni,ithifor their .safety and  -
your own peace of mind," he
-urFP - - - _
Tornado watch or warning
A tornado WATCH means
keep an eye on the weather,.
because conditions are right
for the formation of a tornado.
A tornado WARNING
Means- one has actually
deveolped, been located; and
 threatens certain areas of the
state. It means head for a safe
- shelter immetliately if you are
in the expected path of the
tornado, says Turner.
Safe Shelter at Home'
ctoem cellar or toot-c_ellar 
Will bive the best shelter from
a tornado. Next best is a
basement. Take cover under a
stout work bench or table, if
possible, in the corner of the
basement -nearest the ap-
proaching tornado.
-If, varmints and creepy
crawly things have been taken
over your root cellar, you may
want .to prepare for the tor-
"We stand behind
our work. That's
Reason No. 5 ‘8113,
'you should let us_
do your taxes."
Henry W BIoc
'Ae prepare your return and
ic IRS should call you in for
audit. Block will go ‘Yit,h
. u at n4, extra charge. Not
your legal representative
•,ut to answer any questions
thiout how your taxes were
repared.
WM BLOCK




9 am to 6 pm Weekdays
9 am to 5 pm Sat
out ahead of time," Turner
adds.
In a house without a cellar
or basement, you should take
cover near an inside wall,
such as an inside hallway. If
possible, lie flat under bed or
table. ,Stay way from win-
dows.
If you have time, shut off
fuel and electrical service and




of the house from the
tornado. This helps prevent a
vacuum. which can otherwise
forrin with explosive force
inside the house.
Ideally, your home shelter
should have a door hinged to
open inward, plu4 a secure_ -
latch. An eme-rgeney exit is
also a good idea, in case the
main entrance becomes
jammed or blocked by debris.
91 is essential° nave a
batter•y-poVered radio," says
Turner.- 'T.Tse-ii to Es-ten-Tot
disaster instructions. Don't
call the Weather Bureau,
except to report the sighting of
a tornado."
Some ,people like to stock
their shift& area with a first-
aid kit, a lantern, candles, or
flashlight, and a shovel, pick
and crawbar-in case someone
gets hurt or in_case they have
to dig out after the tornado. .
Away from Home
If you're away from home,
the best shelter might be a
cave, storm Cellar, or The
basement of a modern,
strongly-built office building
or court house. Stay away
from auditoriums or gyms
with, large expanses of roof,
Turner warns.
If you are out on open land
and -can't escape-the Path of
the tornado by running at
right angles from it, lie' down
flat. Choose a ditch, if
possible, or a low-lying place.
In Your Car
If you are in your car, drive
out of the tornado's path, if
possible, by fleeing at a right
angle to it. Otherwise, get out
of the car and seek shelter. A
tornado can pick up a car and
hurl it through the air, or it
can topple a tree onto it.
Watch out for flying debris,
falling trees, broken glass,
downed electric lines,
collapsing buildings. You
might be able to protect your
head and face with a heavy
jacket. Indoor, cover yourself
with a rug or heavy blanket.
In Your Moble Home
A mobile home is an
especially dangerous place to
be when a tornado hits. Get
out fast and find shelter. If you
have time, turn off the fuel
supply, electricity and water
supply: Drain the faucets and
leave them open. .
Your child's school should
have an emergency plan in
case of a tornado. Make sure
you know what it is ahead of
time. Some communities also
have an emergency Ian in
case of either a tornado watch
or tornado waring. Does
yours?
Dear Discerning Shoppers,
When I was in San Francisco last week. I wished
that I could have sent each of you a big box of sunshine
and daisies. I could not do that but I do have good news.
Upon my return I went to
THE BLACKFORD HOUSE
and found many new item's which indicates, as Shelly
wrote, "If winter comes can spring be far behind?"
They have, for example, new sets of pots and pans in a
finesse yellow as well as other colors in a country
collection. They also have a new shipment of combs
and barrettes to dress up "me ladies" hair for spring.
ether new items include sterling silver and gold filled
stick pins, some with Shamrocks, and initial pendants
with gold filled chains.
In addition they have permanent press short-sleeve
men's tailored sport shirts and Van Heusen sport and
dress shirts in a variety of styles. ,J
I also learned they still have some unfinished fur-
niture on sale which includes night stands, Boston
rockers, bar stools and ladder back chairs, along with
the brass planter poles priced at $3.98.
I wish -an early spring for each of sou and happy
shopping days.
Gabrielle
P.S. For thoge of you who do not let St. Patrick's Day
pass without the "wearing of the green" or celebrating
with a party, I understand the shop will have mugs
with Shamrocks on them. G
7K‘• Blackford
SOUTHWEST READING — Sixth Grade reading groups of Mrs. Jane Cothran's class at
Southwest Calloway Elementary School have been reading biographies and l Am"
day, some students dressed as their favorite characters and gave reports about their
books. Pictured in the top photo are, left to right, front row, Steve Brandon, Mark
Twain; Mike Lamb, Bruce Jenner; Steve Adams, Johnny Appleseed; Jimmy Paschall,
Geronimo; Randy Tidwell, James Bowie; Charles Deering Davy Crockett Tony Tinsley,
Rick Barry; bac4i----rew,-Betty-14utcheris,--41etsy---Rass;-Boanzlie-Hutchens,laura_ Ingalls 
Wilder; Beverly Blakely, Daniel Boone; Tina Cooper, Babe Didrikson; Melissa Manning,
Pocahontas; Sheila Alexander, feb -Stuarttori Manning, George-Rogers.-Clark; Karia Mit--
chell, Elizabeth Blackwell; Vonda Murdock, Clara Barton; Dean Haneline, Benjamin
Franklin. Pictured in the bottom photo are, left to right, front row, Greg Shelton, Johnny
Appleseect Linda Guthrie, Chief Crazy Horse; Sandra Hensle, Betsy Ross; Mark Wilker-
son, Johnny Unitas; Donna Raspberry, Chief Joseph; Renae Taylor, Harriet Beecher
Stowe; Melissa Richerson, Helen Keller; Jennifer Rice, Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell; back row,
Rhonda McAlister, Joan of Arc; Daron Wilson, Wilt Chamberlain; Jeff Dowdy, Lyndon B.
-Johnson, Micah Edwards, Luther Burbank; Shannon ford, Sacajawea, James Thompson,
Johnny Unitas; Lori Windsor, Annie Oakley.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Eleauton Fitts of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
. PAD
Mrs. Lowell Jones of





immeasurably to a home's
decor, and when the furniture
is fashioned from wood, its
beauty is even more
enhancing.
Bet wood, whether in
Ur e , os n
paneling requires special care
in order to retain its original
attradive finish. There are
special surface cleaners and
protective coatings available
to keep those wood finishes in
your home looking their best.
If your t.uniture pieces have
the. finish worn off in spots,
more liberal a.pplications ,of
and these should be allowed tc,
stand for a time before wiping
dry so that the. wood can
absorb the needed moisture.
Pln9
Sizes 3 to 13 and 6 to 16
Dixieland Center
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER-MURRAY, KY. • Eat/bind, Cunt/Ai - BaAciAtetiov React • 1•40*Point Pior - Telleteudiv Rent
▪ A rainbow of styles and colors are
our Jr. jumpers, dresses & sundresses.
S
tti Reg. 19;-2799 1399
• s Ch•rep. • II•fsiAws•ricard • Mas*•• Cka.q
•
•
Fashion tailored soft -
subtle genuine leather
with front patch pockets
and detailed stitching.
Reg 1 1999 
6900
Pretty pastels in 100% polyester.


























Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., one
of Murray's__ oldest
businessmen and early pioneer
druggist, died Saturday at the
age of 96. His death followed a
4011r career in- -VW ltarray
business world starting in
January 1900.
The Murray druggist opened
his own drug store known as
Dale & Stubblefield in 1906 at
the same place where It is now
located and operated by one of
his sons, Vernon Stubblefield,
Jr.
"Mr. Vernon" as he was
known to his many friends was
known-  as 'Mretaryas-
he was one of the charter mem-
bers of the Murray Rotary Club
when it was organized here in
1924 and was the Ilth president
of the club. The Rotary_ Club
honored him with a special
"Vernon Stubblefield Day" on
May 10, 1973.
The Murray man was active
in the work of the First United
Methodist Church. A family
man,- he—fullowed -clusaly. _the._
—careers' of his three sons, Ver-
non, Jr., local druggist, Robert,
physician of Memphis, Tn., and
the. late Frank Albert who ser-
ved as congressman from the
1111EARTLiNE'
Heartlbie is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer •
you have a question or problem not
answered in these columns. Write
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alwxandria, Ohio 45381. Vou will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self -address en-
__ velope, The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
Heartline: My father is 78 years old
and he is in the hospital recovering
from a stroke. He is going to have to be
rno ved,,tuigArApgixime_yery shortly_
By NI. C. GarrottGarrOtt'A Galley
Would Medicare cover the cost-of an
ambulance charge An these eir-
If It Snows On A Frost,_First District of Kentucky. His
wife, Jennie Wilson Stub-
blefield, died in 1969 after. 66
years of marnage. 1-46 ok Out, It'll Snow Again
The Murray Ledger & Times -
extends sympathy to the family
of .-Stubblefield Who-3.vais ems—
of the most outstanding and
progressive citizens of Murray
and Calloway County. He had a
place in the hearts of local per-
sons and was probably known




March has traditionally been
observed as Red Cross month.
For more than loq_ years the
Red Cross_ on_ a field of white
have bten recoginzed by people
and nations around the world as
. the universal symbol of help to
mankind, in war and in peace.
It is the emblem under which
men, women, and children
unite voluntarily to combine
their resources to prepare for,
prevent; if possible, and
alleviate the many kinds of suf-
fering resulting from family,
community, national, or in-
ternational crises.
The Congress of the United
States chartered The American
National Red Cross to assume
certain responsibilities in
behalf of the American people,
including alleviating sufferings
caused by disasters, serving as
a means of communication bet-
ween members of the armesl
forces and their families at
home, and carrying out the
humanitarian purposes of the
Geneva Conventions of the Red
Cross.
The Congress specified that
the powers of government,
directions, and management at
the national level be vested in
all-volunteer group of 50 dem-
cratically selected men and
women. In more than 3,000
local units across the country,
known as chapters,
management is also in the han-
ds of volunteer boards of direc-
tors.
Although the American Red
Cross works closely with the
government, there_ are_ no
federal funds appropriated for
its support. The American Red
Cross depends upon mem-
berships and other voluntary
contributions from the
American people to enable it to
carry out the functions of its
charter.'
-Rupert Maynard one of the leturlti-__ Piet' 
officers out at Murray State, has clued frosts on a snow, another will come
:me On_one way to tell When_irs_going -to;1',±_hpfore ppe  will. 440.1'
snow. Up until now, the only. way I had It works, too. I checked it out, and,
to determine this was to watch the - sure enough, it snowed within 24 hours
radar scope .on television, and it, three out of four times that I found frost
generally, is fairly accurate, on my windshield, and on some days
Rupert's method, however, also is which were hard to believe it was going
pretty accurate. I checked it several to snow, but it did.-
limes.„ and it siowecrjust like the signs. OrMan_E'rice alSo.„ emphatidally
he gave me indicated it would. It's the contends that this week will wind up the
frost. That's the key,  snow for this winter, and let's hope he's
The Red Cross has earned its
tit e- of -The Goed Neighbef
through the dedicated efforts of
thousands of voltinteers who
daily give of their time, talents,
and skills to help others in their
communities so that they will
be better places in which to
live.
As the needs of the American
people change, so do the Red
Cross services provided to
them. Since Red Cross
programs are so diversified,
the scope of the Red Cross is
much broader than that of any
other voluntary agency. There
is hardly a problem area in this
country in which the Red Cross
is not involved in helping to
solve.
The annual fund drive of the
Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter is now underway. This
year's goal is $10,724.
When the Red Cross volun-
' teer worker calls on you, give
generously. The Red Cross
needs You!
Today In History ^By Thy Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 9, the 68th
day of 1978. There are 297 days left in
the year. - _ •
Today's highlight in history:
• On this date in 1862, the first battle
between ironclad ships was fought in
"the Civil War encounter between the
Monitor and the Merrimac at Hampton
Roads, Va.
On this date:
. In 1451, the Italian navigator for
whom America 'is named, Amerigo
Vespucci, was born in Florence.
In 1796, Napoleon Bonaparte married
Josephine.
In 1860, the first Japanese am-
bassador to the United States arrived in
San Francisco, accompanied by a ele-
gation of 74 men.
In 1916, Mexicans under Pantho
attacked Columbus, N.M., killing 15
people.
In 1942, the Japanese completed the
-conquest of the Dutch island of Java in
World War U.
In 1970, the unitid States declined to
recognize the new white-ruled Republic
of Rhodesia and closed the U.S. con-
sulate in that African country.
Ten years ago: Swiss bankers said
the renewed pressure on gold was a new
attempt to force the creation of a free
market for the profit of speculators and
hoarders.
fl'years-qagcrftwss -annuartred
that CIA agent John Downey, a
prisoner of the Chinese for more than 20
years, would be released.
One year ago: President Carter
announced the lifting of the ban on
American travel to Cuba, Vietnam,
North' Korea and Cambodia.
Today's. birthdays: Composer
Samuel Barber is 68 years old. Writer
Mickey Spillane is 60.
Thought for today: Time is really the
only capital that any human being has
and the one thing he can't afford to lose
— Thomas Alva Edison.
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Rupert says, and J. Matt Sparkman right, but you might make a note of
emphatically backs him up, that when Rupert's method of predicting them
there already is a snow on the ground and check for the accuracy of it next
and you wake up in the' morning to find winter.
that it has frosted on the top of it and Mrs. Maynard, whom we in Sparks
you have to scrape ,the windshield of Hall know as "Gussie," slipped on the
your car before you can see to get to and broke her back early the
work, look out! It's going to snow again, morning of last December 8. She was
He says his grandfather, whom he one of the custodians of the building and
rates as god a weather forecaster as a big favorite on the floors she worked.
any of those fellers you see on Luckily, Rupert had brought her to
. work that morning _and saw her fall.
Looking-Back
10 Years Ago
Barbara Brown, Linda Harris, Linda
Brownfield, Rita' Hurd, Mary- JO'
Oakley; and Kay Pinkley, all of
Murray, are new officers of the Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority at Murray
State University.
Mrs. Effie Kemp, nursing instructor
at Murray State University, is at-
tending a short term course at the
School ar Nursing, University of North
'Carolina.
David Gibson Hale, Carolyn P.'
Alderdice Fain, and William Harold
Bryan, all of Murray, are students at
Memphis State University, Memphis,
Tn.
Tilghman beat Mayfield and Sym-
sonia beat Heath in the semi-finals of
the First Regional Basketball Tour-
nament here.
• Mrs. Zelna Carter reviewed the book,
"Silent Spring" by Rachel Carson at
the meeting of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Manufacturing Com-
pany was presented with an ap-
preciation plaque from the citizens of
Murray on March 7. The presentation
was made by Ronald Churchill,
president of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, in the presence of Verne
Kyle, general manager, and other top
Tappan officials.
The Murray City Council voted to
purcha,e seventy more parking
meters, fifty-eight of which will be
placed at specified, points within the
-city.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. T.
Mollie) Paul, age 80.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital from March 5 to 7 include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Tubbs, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Tabers, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wiser, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.
Benton beat New Concord and North
Marshall beat Kirksey• to advance to
the finals of the Fourth Distriat
Basketball Tournament. High ,scorers
for each team were Gold with 28 for
Benton, Willoughby with 13 for New
Concord, Hall with 22 for North Mar-
shall, and Adams with 11 for Kirksey
30 Years Ago •
Elected as officers of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau at the meeting
held March 6 at the Calloway Cowl
House were Rudy Hendon, John
Lassiter, and B. H. Dixon.
Calloway County Post 5638 of thc,
Veterans of Foreign Wars elected of-
ficers for the coming year who are
George E. Overbey, Ralph MbCuiston,
Donald L. Scott, Jr., Brown C. Tucker
J. C. Brewer, John Shroat, and Sand
Harmon.
Deaths reported include Daniel 1:
Ellis, age 82.
Births reported include a girl, Wiln
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Hale or
March 8.
Girl Scout membership reached
all time high in Murray and the nati
during 1947, according to Mrs. Geor.:r
Hart and Mrs. R. H. Thurma:
chairman and registrar respectivel>
the-. Murrgy Neightiorhood Girl Su'
Association.
4.
Otherwise, she might have lain there in
the sub-freezing tymperature for an 
hour or more before someone came
along. She's doing fine now, although
it'll be a while before she comes back to
work.
+ + +
When I-wrote recently abotit Bob
Humphreys, the late Kentucky com-
missioner of highways from Mayfield, I
mentioned that I didn't know whether
Mr. Humphreys was a native of
Mayfield or Graves County.
I had forgotten about my good friend
of many years, Ned Nance, who lives
out near Alma. He quickly wrote to set
me straight.
Ned worked for Mr. Humphreys when
the late commissioner owned and
operated the Evans Drug Store on the
court square corner in Mayfield where
the Exchange Bank is now. This was in
the late 1920s arid - eiii•Ty-1931S-1----fiTsi
before Mr. Humphreys climbed aboard
----Happyttiandlei  handwagw---
went off to Frankfort and liked it so well
up there he stayed. t
Ned says Mr. Humphreys came from
the Wingo area in south Graves County.
"I've heard him say many times that
was his hometown," .tv wrote.
"He related this in a story to Irvin-S.
Cobb one night there in the drugstore,"
he went on, "saying they brought him
fresh out of Wingo between two rows of
corn and in two weeks he knew it all
about the drugstore business.
"Another story he once told Cobb
goes like this," he continued. "One
morning. .his -first .,customer was a
traveling salesman who was staying
across the street at the Hall Hotel,' He
came in the drugstore and asked Bob
for a tube of Squibbs Dental Cream.
"Bob quickly replied, 'I'm sorry, sir.
We only have chocolate and loartillia.'
They both; he and Irvin S. Cobb, got a
big laugh out of that."
The other day, while heading north
out of town on 641 on a Ted Billington
construction project in Henderson,
Rick McIntosh and Jim Fristoe struck
and killed a doe deer with their car.
, The frightened animal, having
wandered too close to town, had darted
suddenly out in front of -their vehicle
just down the hill between town and Bill
Daugherty's place. They didn't have a
chance to miss it. It was killed in-
stantly.
_Fearful of being late for their ap,
pointment in Henderson, the two men
-, just left the carcass beside the road.
"If it had been me that hit it, I would
have had it dressed real quick and
slapped in the freezer," Ted said when
he told me about it. "That was some
real good meat that went to waste."
Your Senator Reports




Among the moist controversial pieces
of legislation proposed by the ad-
Ministration is Senate Bill 230, which
makes it more difficult — if not im-
possible — to collect a delinquent debt
or account.
The bill is a part of Gov. Carroll's
"consumer" package and is designed to
satisfy the demands of the rapidly-
growing and powerful, consumer lob-
byists. In fairness to the consumerists,
they represent a well-meaning ( but
often erratic) attempt to protect con-
sumers from the tyranny and unethical
practices of a relatively small niimber
of merchants and retailers.
The flaw in many consumer
proposals is that the cure often is more
detrimental than the problem. There is
no, escaping the fact that when you
increase the' costs of retailers through
legislation, those increases inevitably
are passed on to the consumer in the
form of higher prices.
Senate Bill 230 Would prace severe
limitations on the creditor seeking to
collect a debt and eliminate what is
viewed as "harassment" of the debtor..
Those restrictions include:
—No more than one communication
to debtor's employer, and then only to
confirm employment. There can be no
statement that the employee -owes a
debt.
—Only one call to the debtor and not
at. a time or place "which should be
known to' be inconvenient" to him, with
the assurnplion that this is between the
hours of 8:00 am. and 9:00 p.m.
—There can be no communication
with the debtor by post card and
nothing on an envelope except the name
and address of the business.
—There shall be no threat of legal
action that is not intended to be taken
and no statement that the account has
been turned over to an attornery or
collection agency unless it has been
/ • AI
done.
threatening or instituting a criminal
prosecution.
.—There can be no representationthat
nonpayment will result in garnishment
or attachment unless such action is
actually intended.
—The 18-page bill goes on and on with
many other restrictions preventing acts
which may "harass, °press, or abuse
any person in connection with the
collection of a debt."
If a merchant or other bill collector
violates any of the provisions, there is
a penalty-of up to $1,000 payable to the
debtor, plus attorneys' fees and court
costs.
However well-intentioned, passage of
Senate Bill 230 simply means that-those
who do pay their bills will pay more in
the long run because merchants will
indeed be timid in their efforts to collect
from those,who refuse to honor their
obligations.
A coalition to oppose the bill has
raprthy formed in the Senate and
hopefully it can be defeated or at least
amended to make it more palatable,
Bible Thought
'As I passed by, and beheld -your
devotions, I round an altar with this
inscription 10 THE UNKNOWN
COD. Whom therefore ve ignorantly
worship,. 'Pim de( Lire I unto you.
.Acts 1,2I
Isn't It The Truth
The retired Wyoming cowboy
lives down the road gallops his horse for
10 miles every morning, the artist next
door runs a mile every evening, and at
—The debtor must be _notified in noon every day the woman across the
.-aVrTpositinii-oft4atedthechcecrekato. intetrntatorteck. cash
MUscles. We ring' perspire in my
road dqes pushups to tithten her arm
cannot be solicited for the ,purpose of neighborhood. We sWeat'
•
who
A: Medicare's part B Medicare
Insurance does cover 80 per cent of the
reasonatle charge for ambulance
service only when both of the following
conditions are diet:
1. The ambulance service, its '
equipment and personnel meet
Medicare requirements.
2. Transportation of the patient by
any other means could endanger the
patienCa.Dealth•
Mpriiral incoranre jaillAnty,4kgy thg„ 
reasonable chargelor transportation to'
ale nearest facility. Transportation
under these conditions applies when
being transported from a hospital to a
skilled nursing home, hospital to
hospital, or skilled nursing facility to a
person's home. . r •
For people who are now on the
Medicare program or will soon be
turning 65 and going on Medicare,
Heartline now has available their brand •
new 1978 version of "Heartline's Guide
to-Medicare." imiabook is still written
in easy-to-understand Question and
auswei torpr;-but-the--t978-issurims-- -
more information. Included in the new
issue are the new deductibles for part A
medicare insurance, more items and
conditions that Medicare covers a more
concise explanation of reasonable
charge; and detailed instructions on
how- to Jill out your Medicare claim
form.
You can receive the 1978 "Headline's
Guide to Medicare" by sending $1.75 to
heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied
your' money will be cheerfully ref un-e.
ded., Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
FIEARTLINE: lam 64 years old and I
draw my Railroad Retirement benefits.
I have been receiving my checks for
two years:Three months-ago my
was stolen out of my mailbox and it was
 Quite-a-hassle-for-me to get it repiared,„
What do you think is, the best way to
keep this from happening again? R.s. -
A: It is the opinion of Heartline that
the best method to prevent you from
losing' your check or having it stolen is
to have it deposited directly to a saving
or checking account. This will,
eliminate all worry of having. your
check lost of stolen. Your check will be
automatically deposited each month
even if you are out of town., Par-
ticipation in the Direct Deposit
Program is easy and wititout cost.
If you are interested, take your next
Railroad Retirement check that you
receive to your bank, saving and loan
association or other finanicial
organization and complete form SF-
H99A. Approximately 70,000 banks,
saving and loan associations, and other
financial organizations participate in
the Direct Deposit Program, which also
covers Social security and Civil Service
payments.
Direct deposit begins about two.
months after you sign up. Be sure and
to keep the U. S. Railroad retirement
Board informed of your current home
address. While your Railroad
Retirement checks will be deposited
automatically, other letters from the
Board•will be sent to your home.
HEARTLINE: Will medicare pay for
home health service?S.W.
A: Yes., If you qualify. Hospital - -
Insurance !Part "A" ) pays for all
services for as many as 100 home visits
after the start of one benefit period and
before the start of another. The visits
must be medically necessary and be
furnished by a participating home
health agency. Benefits can be paid for
up to a year after your most recent
discharge from a hospital or par-
ticipating skilled nursing facility.
• WRITE TO PoLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Tithes
periodically publishes tfu, addresses
of the state :and fed Ail elect,d
representatives-servin(1lqir area
FEDERAL ',EVE!,
Any senator or reprosentaty., .
1110yr be reached throLL;h Ow.
congressional sw itctiboari!
:1121.
Here are the 'nailing addr.i.sst:;,..
Sen. Walter I). linddleston
3327 Dirksen
1) C 20510
Sen. Wendell II. Ford
4107 Dirksen
‘Vashington, I
Murra Field tiffire. 1342
Rep. Carroll Ilubbard..1r.
204 Cannon Heusi' I We
Wash n 12,ton. I C 11151 .1 4
STATE LEVEL_
State legislators nias tic I C;i1 ht•ji
in Frankfort w hen trft• 64,[1,•rai
Assetoblv ta UI SeS1011 b) litalin;!, 1-
vsrtin,.11‘) Own, a1...
of the St.dte
ra nkkrt 411601 Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
701 S. 3rd Street'
Murray. 42071
.06
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UP IN ARMS — Risky Guam (34) of Won County is triple-
teamed here as he trios to get inside for a shot against the
scrappy Tigers. Frank Gilliam (52), Willie Perry (to Gilliom's
lefty and another Tiger who is partially blocked all have their
Mods he Ihmaisi's face.
COMING BACK — Bred Taylor (21) bus his shot COOS back
at him an 6-3 Dorval! Holder (33) blocks the attempt wish
Will. McKinney (22) looks on from th• wing.
Pliete• by Mike armies)
Shift into 5-SPEED
a great new action casual!
A natural for today s casual scene's Jarman 5.
new 5-Speed casual Styled in rugged suede
leather atop a unique 5-Speed action sole
Start 'making your tracks in





1/2 Price or BELOW
KING'S DEN





Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Ever bang a knee into a
table and cause a bruise?
Invaribly, in trying to keep
from doing It again, you'll
wind up doing it a dozen times.
The same pEinciple is
exactly- iitul+SY- -Tiro
'came away with a 74-71 win:
over Fulton County Wed-
nesday night in the 4iist
Region Tournament .at the
Murray State Sports Arena.
"We were just over-
cautious, " Fulton County
coach Steve Coulson ex-
plained. "And when you are
over-cautious, you wind up
nia-Trang the mistakes you try
to avoid, " Coulson ad-
des1,22_Eil I 0_0 Qunty,,JliglL
School has never won a game
in the regional and our kids
were well aware of it. We
didn't have any fire in the first
half and we just tried to win
too hard.
" "We only had a couple of
layups in the entire game and
that's what we- do best, run.
but we tried to do things
fe ntly than normal. We
din' attack offensively and
we wound up slowing the ball
down and trying too hard to
take good shots," Coulson
added.
It simply boiled down to
experience. And the ex-
perience for Murray High was
of course, faithful number 52,
senior Frank Gilliam.
In the hectic final half, when
Murray High needed the big
basket or the pressure free
throws, Gilliam was there. He
wound up scoring 30 points
and it was his 20-fboter with
4:53 left in the game that gave
the Tigers a 55-64 lead which
they never did lose. -
"We tried to stop Gilliam all
season," said Coulson, whose
club lost three of four games
to the -Tigers this season.
Fulton County won by two at
home but lost at Murray High
and in the Calloway County
Christmas Tournament.
"For the last three days, all
we did was go over the Murray
High offense. We even had
Coach Watts (Stan, former
MSU football player and grid
coach at Fulton County)
playing as Gilliam in practice.
"He'd make all the moves
Gilliam would make and we'd
concentrate on him:And with
all that, Gilliam still comes up
and scores 30," Coulson said,
half in dejection p) half in
praise to Gilliam.
"Fulton ' County is a good
club but we know each other
like a book," Murray High
Coach Cary Miller said.
."We've played so many
times. They had every op-
portunity to come back on us
late 'in the game but our kids
just wouldn't give up and we
came through with the
pressure on us.
"I guess we want to be
known as the cardiac kids. We
keep them interesting don't
we? At times, we played
super. But at times, we played
horrible.
"But when we had to do it,
we came ttirpugh. Our kids
play with a lot of heart and'
desire and that's a majority of
the game," Miller added.
Murray also played with a
fullcourt zone press. And
that's what turned it around
for the final time. -
Early in the game, Murray
led 31-21 but Fulton County
roared back and trailed just
33-28 at halftime. Then early
in the third period, the Pilots
took the lead, though they
could never get up by more
than three points.
A 20-footer by Gilliam and a
power move to the basket by
'e
sophmore Nicky Swift erased
a three-point Pilot .lead and
gave, Murray a 49-48 edge
going into the final quarter.
Then after Gilliam's 20-
footer put Murray ahead for
good at 55-54, the game got
absolutely wild and crazy with
a combination of Sturday
morning sandlot balland even
some outstanding team play.
Murray led 59-55 with 3:17
leftivtien Ittelcy Darren of the
a
''W shook.4.4..up..puma was hft for a prow c put-Hareettrt-outaaone-
foul and a technical. From of our stack people and that
that peipt on, the Tigers had forced Holder to have to play
just on more field goal and him which in -turn, opened it
that came by Gillian] with 2:10 up for Gilliam. We dicln't
left in the game to give expect Akers to be that hot
" Murray a 65-68 lead. from outside.
He had 14 points in the first
Fulton- County kept coming half but we shut him off and
hU,Ck.„.••anll   „ikekt him to just -fioo._to the.
_and the -.Tigers never really second hall. Again, we got
did put the game away until• • good play from ourbench and
Gilliam made two free throws that's something you certainly
with 27 secprids !eft for a 72-67 must have at tournament
lead. time. You alsohave to be able
Of Gilliam's 30 points, 19 to make the free throws,"
came in the second half. Miller added.
Senior f9rward Willie Perry The Tigers did that all right,
added 18 points for Murray hitting 13 of 17 in the last
while Duncan paced the Pilots period.
with 19 and Ralph Akers • •Theirpre,61nd  of hurt us a
a`ddid-17. Darvellrolder, a 6- little but we'd worked on it all
31,2 junior Who will be a major week," Coulson said: "I just
college prospect next season, _don't know what else we could
Pain&iielliifded done to be any more
Miller felt that was'one of the _jprepared for this Jame.
keys for the
"We designed a little
defense on Holder. We tried to
force him to shoot from at
least 20 feet out or more and it
worked. Defensively, they put
Hulderoi, Ed Hdrcutaty
had in the past.
The press changed the
tempo and whether or not you
score, when you change the
tempo- it's going to work to
your advantage. And we had
two (Holder and Akers) foul
our and that certainly dldn t
help.
LEFT OPEN to fire **ay from 15 feet out on tin right side is
Tiger forward-gourd frank Gill... The Tiger senior bombed in
30 points- in one of-ills -better games -of the swan; Maytag -
toward the basket for position is Micky Swift (SO) of Murray.
mentally and that may have
been the turning point. But'
with the exception of Duncan
who is our only senior, we
have four starters back next
season and I'll guarantee we
won't blow It next year,"
Coulson added.
....EultanSamty_closeamith.a.
16-8 record while Murray will
'carry a 12-11 mark into the 9
p.m. semifinal game Friday
with' poWerful Lone Oak.
The 7 p.m. semifinal game
will pit Mayfield against
Paducah Tilghman with the
winners meeting at 8 p.m




Harcourt .. ... 34 2-2 2 3
Perry • 7-17 44 7 3 111
Gilliam 
3246 64 6 4 4
1 30
Taykr 1-1 0-0 3 2 2
Bradshaw 2-3 44 3 2 11
Swift 14 2-4 2 5 4
Totals- -111243 1$-26 21 22 74
Fulteafg-fgaCirta rb pi tp
viDuncapHolardrener 3-13 0-1 10 5 10
5-14 2-3 2 3 12
  7-15 7-12 3 3 21
McKinney 2-6 2-2 0 3 6
Akers 64 24 3 5 17
Curtis 2-2 0-1 0 0 4
Sadler 0-0 1-2 0 0 1
-Toads- —Mt 17-17-13--14-72-
Murray High 17 16 16 25-74





WE'RE OUT TO BREAK ALL SALES RECORDS.
AND STAYING OPEN TILL ALL HOURS
TO DO IT.
'Alk' We' re-out-to-Fnakoaa-faew-sales record and
V.. sell 26,000-new Toyota cars and trucks. --
nationwide in just 60 hours.
From Thursday noon through the weekend
V we're stopping the clocks at participating
dealers to give you more Super Shopping
Time.
ept Well be dealing like there's no tomorrow
V to sell a new Toyota every 8 seconds
nationwide.
There may never be.abetter time to buy
Participating Toyota dealerspaye a wide
selection of corollas, Coronas, Cressidas,
Celicas and tough Toyota trucks.Toyotas,
always.a bargain, are especially so during
Clock Stopping Super Shopping Time. Stop
in and see why we say, "If you -
can find a better built small car
or truck than a Toyota...buy it "
YOU ASKED FOR IT YOU GOT it
PAGE 7 11111 AMIllaur!_q., mews 11111-1A-10721
•
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ANOTHER ONE RtOfil OUTSIDE - Wings, with Moe.. fine
astride &Min, gets two more hors is Elic Stewart deploys
his fine shooting for with a isomer over sophomore Stan
Skeniskor of Lone Oak.
Balanced Lone Oak
/
By MIKE BRANDON But in the second half,
Ledger & Times Sports Editor McClure was shut out from the
If high school basketball field as the Purple Flash
were played by the old switched to a man-to-man and
American Basketball took advantage of their height.
Association rules, it would be If we hadn't changed to a
hard to find any team capable man-to-man defense, they
of beating Wingo. Un- may have shot like that all
fortunately for the tiny little night. For three quarters, they
Graves County school, the gave us a fine game," Norris
rules aren't bent to help small said.
People. Wingo coach Wayne
Looking about as im- Wadlington was- puzzled over
pressive as they could have the fact the defensive change
possibly looked, Wingo gave bothered his club as much as it
top-rated Lone Oak did.
everything and even more "I think the key was them
than the Purple Flash wanted cutting off McClure in the
Wednesday night in the First second half," Wadlington
-t_Region Tournament at MSU. said. "The mano-man
But in the third quarter, the secutive points and that
Indians got in foul trouble and seemed to totally deflate
top rebounder Eric Stewart Wingo.-
along with . Chris Clark, In the final minutes, Lone
another fine shooter, both sat Oak worked its fastbreak to
out much of the' period perfection and at one point,
because of the foul .situatign. led 53-61 before Wingo trim-
That enabled Lone Oak to go med the final margin to 19.
inside and it was 6-3 senior Lone Oak finished with 35 of
Brent Dreher who did the 50 field goal attempts fora 70
damage. per cent mark which could
Besides scoring from inside, well be a record for a regional
Dreher also kept the ball alive tournament game. Wingo
on the boards and enabled the made 27 of '65 for .415 but of
Oakers to get second shots at those 27 shots, 20 must have
the 'basket, on the rare oc- come- from the long range.
casions when they missed "I think the one long shot
their first ones. Wilkins hit really broke our -
It was a 56-46 game late in back," Wadlington said." I
the third period when Tidwell don't know U anybody here _
However, Lone Oak also bothered us and usually, we scored from inside then David tonight thought we'd stay
-gave  Wingo sometbin& they_;." play Our best offense followed—with a 25- --close to therm but we stayed in
dal Want: a beating inside it. footer from the left key and there for three quarters and
and thus, Lone Oak managed "With the exception of a suddenly, it was a 60-46 game.. just ran out of steam.
tier kick it open in the last couple of games, we just Wingo scored the final two "I said earlier if someone
quarter to run away with an haven't been beaten with a points of-the third pericidluITheat ns, it would he the
86-67 win. man-to-man. Lone Oak came back with the number one team,"
"The report we had on '2_The thing that realla‘hurt first four of the last quarter to--Wadlington added.
Wingo Was that they were a US though was their inside go up 64-48. Tidwell, who hit nine of 12
real tough outside shooting - gaffe. - I tOuritet Up the cloSed to within 10 irrimIhe field, finished-with-23
-dub," Lone Oak •coach Albert 'La—statistics  at aalftiala___And thiAT....-00iuts_earlyimthe quarter but Poinis-to-lead--heite-eldririliie -
Notris said.- —hit 12 of their •first 14 field then with the score at 67-56, Brent Dreher added 20 and
Wingo's Steve -McClure goals from inside. Mayfield Lone Oak ran off four con- Wilkins 18. Dreher, Wilkins
nearly brought rain with his did that to us all night in the and Tidwell combined to hit on
high-arching aerial bombs. in district championship,".,
T 
26 of their 3:1 field goal at-
the first half. McClure jacked Wadlington added. ickets For temPts





and managed to showing. They'd only lost 78-68 Lone Oak will carry a 21-2
Mark into Friday's semifinal
first half against the Indians would have just game with Murray High.
zone. had a little more height, they
could have easily been one of
consistency, at Saturday at Mayfield and if
our
aler Has the Power R ht
,
• To give you a great deal on
any new '78 MERCURY
OUTBOARD!
• To get you a customized MAC
BOATING BAG—FREE—just-
for checking out the deals!
• And to give you FREE
MERCURY QUICKSILVER
ACCESSORIES after you've













Hurry over to your nearest Mercury Outboard
Dealer fast—and hell arrange for Mercury to
send you a FREE customized Merc Boating
Bag just for checking out the deals on the new
78 Mercury Outboards
And if you like what you see and buy (anytime
before March 31, 1978,) you II not only get a
great deal on the outboard, you ll get between
$25 00 and $100 00 worth of famous Mercury
Quicksilver Accessories FREE'




—three Mem Thruster models, the best
performing electric outboards you'll ever see
and never hear. And the smooth, quiet
fishing engines, 4, 4 5, 75, 98, 20 and 40 hp
GoPower
—the most complete lineup of go anywhere
and back outbsiards packing 50 70- 80 90,
1 1 5 and 140 horses of pure power
Black MaxPower!
—150, 175 and 200 hp V-6 muscle machines
that can outrun just about anything and
everything in their class
Mercury Outboards, performance power
you can depend on for any boating need.
HERE S WHERE TO GET YOUR FREE CUSTOMIZED MERC BAG'
Aurora, KY
Mack & Mack Sport-a-Rama
US 68 at Kentucky Lake
Cairo, IL







" Hall Trailer Sales
99 Kitchen Avenue
Murphysboio, IL Sikeston. MO
Kinka1d Boat & Camper Sikeston Motor Co
















the top clubs in the Region. Advanced tickets for ttare  3-3 0-0 3
7-14 0-1 3
Also, Wingo played almost Murray High's semifinal stewart  6-11 5-6






"Mrter :......--...4Fli 14-0- 0 10 
junior sharp-shooter Scott basketball tournament are on • Clapp 3-13 2-2 a 2 s.....
  Tucker-s-Viontecartt-Tucker=.salA-1“--the Sell-ea-Maly- and- ArZn '' •  B3 44.  41.4--- $-61- W 1 0 o
started against Lone Oak and. Friday. Rugs e-1 o-o o o oiii • e managed to play a fairly good The tickets will be sold until Totals V-65 13-15 23 21 67
ballgame. 3:30 p.m. today and from 8
Accessories with any
FISHPOWER OUTBOARD




50 to 140 hp
100" w°Jith FREE —
Accessories with any BLACK
MAXPOWER OUTBOARD
15010200 hP,
So hurry Your Mercury Outboard dealer has
the power right now' Reserve your FREE
customized Mem Boating Bag just for looking—and tak,
advantage of the FREE Mercury Quicksilver
Accessories offer after you make your best deal
HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR FREE CUSTOMIZED
BOATING BAG!
Fill out the Coupon. cut out, and take to any participabhg
Mercury Outboard Dealer listed below for validation
before March 31 Hell take it from there. Hell see to it
that Mercury sends you a FREE customized Bag lust for
looking —and hell tell you how you can get between
$25 00 and $10000 worth of FREE Mercury Quicksilver
Accessories after you ve made your best deal on any
new '78 Mercury OutbOart











WANT TO SEE YOUR POWER'
And t d like to get that great
looking customized Merc Bag
FREE, (Black canvas bag




I wart my FREE customized Mem Bag to say (check one)
Mercury power is my bag 0 Skiing is my bag
0 Fishing is my bag 0 Please no customizing
Boatrng is my bag 0430











-This is the club I thought
would make it to Murray. We
have six seniors and I really
believe if we'd had Tucker,
back in January and he'd been
playing all this time, he'd been.
a lot stronger and our team
would have too," Wadlington
said.
It was nip and tuck the first
quarter and Lone Oak did not
go ahead for good until the
2:06 mark when high-scoring
senior swingman Barry
Tidwell scored two free
throws-for a 15-14 edge. At the
end of- the quarter, Lone Oak
led 20-16.
Wingo could come no closer
than two points in the second
period but never trailed more
than eight and at intermission,
it was only a 37-32 lead for
Lone Oak.
High School Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Games
1st Region
Murray 74 Fulton Co 71
Lone Oak 86 Wingo 67
2nd Region
Henderson Co 84 Trigg Co 54
Christian Co 83S Hopkins 52
3rd Region






Glasgow 77 Gamaliel 58
5th Region
Taylor Co 66 LaRue Co 46
Elizabethtown 68 Nelson Co
65
6th Region
Lou Central 62 Lou Western,
52
Lou Doss 84 Lou Southern 74
9th Region -
Coy Holmes 85 Silver grove
61
Newport 70 Conner 54
10th Region
Bourbon Co 66 Bracken (
41
Maysville 71 Estill ("o54
11th Region
I,ex Henry Clay 63 Frankl,•




Somerset 73 Boyle Co 47
Lincoln Co 69 Pine Knot 65
139 13th Region
Cumberland 63 Bell Co 62
Corbin 67 Oneida 54
14th Region
Knott Central 94 Lee Co 74
Hazard 76 Whites burg 71
15th Region -
McDowell 79 Phelps 62'




Butler Co 66, McLean Co
6drRegion





a.m. until 3 p.m. Friday.
Reserved chair seats are
three dollars while adult
general admission is two
dollars and student general
admission one dollar.
Murray will play at 9 p.m.







Wilkins 8-10 2-3 1 1 18
Hancock - 1-2 0-0 0 0 2
Houser  1-1 0-0 0 0 2
Felker  1-3 0-0 4 2 2
Hobbs 0.0 1-2 0 1 1
Totals 35-50 16-27 26 13 86
Wingo 16 16 16 19-67
Lone Oak 20 17 23 26-86
tg-tga ft-ft..
Tidwell 9-12 5-7
Bruce Dreher 2-4 4-4







REVERSE LATUP - Brent Dram, (42) of Lone Oak goes in-
side is seers en a reverse lam while Eric Stewart of Wimp
defends. Dreher scored 20 points and grabbed down 10 mime*
ds.
Ky. Lake Ifisic Barn
low Concord, Ky. 42016
1978 Schedule
Special Attraction—Friday, March 31, 8 00The 
Fantastic 
Ralph Sloan & The Tenn. Travelers









Sat., April 1, 8:00 p. m. lit Big All
20
Professional Country Music Show 0 Season with
Channel 8 T.V. Station on hand shooting the show.
Sat., March 11.8:00 p. fl'{.
Sat. March 18, 8:00p. m.
Sat., March Z, S 00 p. m.




Aprti through November Square Dance every Fnday, 8 00 p 1st fttgtvroNsur
all prutessional Country Music She,. every Saturday, 8 00p M.'
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BATTERY SALE
Goodyear 'Deluxe GT' Battery
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• Ask for our TREE SAT.
TERY POWER CHF r. •••••
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INCLUDES 2 FREE PLASTIC
COMPLETE
STORAGE SAGS FOR TIRES
. RemOva Or Cliathourt ors•
2 abler bran,
• Install or ren•Ou^'
--2 regular t,res
I Please phone ro, /
appointment • -
GOODIVEAR







Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Dully. Op•ft Friday until 1:00 p.m
Mr. T. Ttunkin Mgr41. Witte Mgr. L.G. Glessco
315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson , 100S. Stateline -
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OFF THE SCREEN — Ed Harcourt (11) of Murray High fires in
a two-pointer fromilil right corner as Frank Gillian blocks out
Ralph Akers (31) and Ricky Duncan of Fulton County.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
College Basketball Scores




Nebraska 67, Utah St 66
Georgetown, DC 70, Virginia
NIT Pairings
._. Thursday's Games . •
Army, 19-8, at _Rutgers, 21-6.
Va. ,Commonwealth, 22-4, at
Detroit, 24-3.
Friday's Games
Temple, 22-4, at Texas, 22-5.
-224, at DaYtOn,-
" 18-9.
Illinois -State,- 244, 'at
_Indiana State, 21-8.1









Furman, 19-10 vs. Indiana,
20-7.
At Philadelphia
. Pennsylvania, 19-7 vs.
Bonaventure, 21-7.






Missouri, 14-15 vs. Utah, 22-
Creighton, 19-8 vs. DePaul,
25-2.
At Tulsa, Okla.
Houston, 25-7, vs. Notre
Dame, 20-6. 





4 At Indianapolis •
Michigan State, 23-4 vs.
Providence, 24-7.
Miami, Ohio, 18-8 vs.
Marquette, 24-3.
--At Knoxville, Tenn.
Western Kentucky; 15-13 vs.
Soanuse,-32-5.- -






UCLA, 25-2 vs. Kansas, 244
Gagliano Dead Weber State, 19-9 vs.
_ . Arkansas. 287.3.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP/ — At Tempe, Ariz.
Tony Gagliano, who coached San Francisco, 22-5 vs.
several Memphis high school North carolina,
baseball players into the New Mexico, .24-3 vs.
major leagues, died Wed- Fullerton State, 21-8.
nesday at Memphis Veterans
Hospital. He was 61.
' In 20 years of Coaching
• American Legion baseball in
Memphis, Gagliano's teams
won 18 state championships,
eight, regional titles, were
runnersup for the national
title three years and won the
national championship in 1969.
Among Ole players Gagliano
coached were Tim McCarver,
Ross Grimsley, Tucker Ash-
ford and Mike Paxton, all
currently on major league
clubs. •
Gagliano, who entered the
hospital Jan. 27, gave up




Bjorn Borg trounced Vitas
Gerulaitis 6-4; 1-6, 6-3 in the
finals of the $60,000
Invitational Scandinavian Cup
to , win his first tournament in
_Sweden since 1974.
- Burg, who played his first-
tournament in Sweden in 16
months, shook off a second-set
Loss - and broke Gerulaitis
twice in the third set to clinch
the $20,000 first prize.
In a. match for third place,
Britain's John Lloyd beat





Jackie Jo Mounts of the
Murray State women's
basketball team has been
named to the First-Team, All-
Ohio Valley Conference.
Mounts, a Springfield, Ohio,
native, is a 6-0 junior center
who averaged 16.7 points per
game and 12.4 rebounds for
the Lady Racers.
Mounts finished the season
- with a _514. shooting pace frorp
the -field. Others on the All-
OVC Team include Donna
Murphy of Morehead, Brenda
Chapman of Western Ken-
tucky, Pam Chambers of
Tennessee Tech, Liz Hannah
of Middle Tennessee; Patrice
Amos of Middle Tennessee,
Gayle Hastings of Tennessee
Tech, Peggy Gay of Eastern
'Kentucky, Pam Kilday of East
Tennessee, Michelle Stowers
of Morehead and Trish Bell of
Tennessee Tech.
Freshman guard Laura
Lynn of the Racers averaged
15.5 points per game and was
named honorable mention.
Gus Williams hit two
jumpers within the last 20
seconds, including an-18-footer
with two seconds lek to give
-the Souks their victory at San
Antonio despite 41 points by
the Spurs' George Gervin.
Dennis Johnson Scored' 27 for
Seattle and Williams finished
with 17.
Braves 120, Jazz 108
snapped a 15-game road losing
streak.
Blazers 97, Rockets 94
Two free throws by Johnny
Davis with 39 seconds to play
clinched the victory for
Portland and sent Houston to
its sixth -straight loss. Por-
Bucks Like Longer Games, Win
Over Knicks In Two Overtimes
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
_ The Milwaukee Bucks am_
getting rich on overtime.
.The young BuckS !eve
played eight games this
season that have gone beyond
the regulation 48 Ininntes and
they've won seven of them, the
latest a 127425 double over-
time decision over the New
York Knicks Wednesday
Rookie guard Mike Glenn of
Buffalo scored a career-high
15' points for' Buffalo, which
got 28 points from Swen Nater
and 27 from Marvin Barnes.
76ers 108, Hawks 97
'Philadelphia, leading 54-41
at halftime, buried Atlanta by
scoring the first seven points
of the second half. Steve Mix
and Henry Bibby topped
Philadelphia's balanced at-
night. • tack with 16 points apiece.
"It, took me four quarters • Nets 123, Kings 121
and—one nye. time _Acr--get- -Jan Williamson Seated 37
warmed up," said Milwaukee points and rookies Wilson
guard Brian Winters, who washington and Ed Jordan
scored Mil of big, 21 points in combined for 18 points in the
the second extra period. final 'quarter as the Nets
Bucks _center Kent Benson.,
the first player chosen in the
college draft who has suffered
through a disappointing, in-
juryplagued rookie season,
-came off the. bench to score a
dirterhigh 21 pbbits.
Bob McAdoo led New York
with 34:- Uand led 41:42 at halftime as
- 4ealei-95,4Pars94. _ .2 _ thellmkemnnectedm only,
25 percent of their shots from
the field. •
Warriors 118, Cavaliers 108
Rick Barry scored 32 points
and reserve forward Nate
Williams added 26 as the
Warriors erased an 11-point
third-quarter deficit and
pulled away-from the Cava by 
outscoring them 33-17 in the
final period.
TOP SCORER — The First Region's top scorer, senior
minion Barry Tidwell-of UMW Oak, drives to the basket far








Win Close NIT Games
By KEN RAPPOPORT Freshmen Andre Smith and
  kr'Sports-Writer - - • Mike Naderer sparked
They've fired the first shots Nebraska in the second half as
sot Abe National Invitation the Huskers were.telmi bj
Tournament — and not much Utah State's foul trouble.
separated the best from the Naderer hit on six outside
- rest. • shots and- played alert
In two down-to-the-wire defense, and Smith, who
games Wednesday night, alternated with McPipe at
Georgetown defeated Virginia center, scored 18 points to lead
7048 in an overtime thriller the Huskers. Nebraska ad-
and Nebraska edged Utah vanced to ru quarterfinal
State 67-66 as the far-flung meeting against the winner of
ssartedfires-rassad p1ay.iss_____Friday night's Texas-Temple
regional outposts. game.
At Charlottesville, Va., The NIT continues tonight
Mike Riley and Craig Shelton with Army playing at Rutgers
hit two free throws each in the and Virginia Commonwealth
final 10 seconds of overtime to visiting Detroit. In Friday
lead Georgetown over night's action,CTemple will
Virginia. play at Texas, Fairfield at
With 47 seconds left in Dayton, Illinois State at
overtime, the Cavaliers took Indiana • State • and South
the lead 67-66 on a I5-foot Carolina at North Carolina
jumper by Tommy Hicks State.
before Riley and Shelton The quarter-finals will
pulled out the game for 
c-
ontinue at regional sites next
Georgetown from the foul line, week, with the-semifinals and
The-Score waS tied twice and ftriairto--belleld at -Madison
the -lead changed hands six Square Garden in New York
times in the overtime period. on March 19 and 21. ,
The Hoyas earned a spot in The NCAA playoffs begin
" the quarter-finals against the Saturday, starting the long
winner of Friday night's and winding road toward the
Fairfield-Dayton game. national championship in St.
At Lincoln, Neb., Carl Louis later this month. A 32--
McPipe's free throw with 1:52 team field, including defen-
I ' • I 11.1. I I I
the Cornhuskers held on to will open first-round play at
beat Utah State by a whisker, various regional sitei.
PAGLIAI'S CLOSED?
Yes, we're sorry too.
4'But We Will Be Closed
March 13, 148 15
Sut Only To Remodel






Now get a terrific deal on a new Fairmont
2-door or 4:door sedan, station wagon or
Futura. And for just lc more, get the nifty
Penny Express child's wagon for your son
or daughter. -
You'll love Fairmont's sleek styling and
040 D
FDAP
intelligent design. And your kids will have
a ball in their sturdy, wooden Penny -
Express wagon.
This special offer is available for a
limited time only. So see your participating
Ford Dealer today!.





701 Main Murray, Ky. •s•-•
_ .































__Caps For Corps To
Relax Procedures
Senate Okays Physicians Assistant Bill
Bill Increases Tobacco Warehouse Fees
up a new . Department of Mitchell, said he had alreadyFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — wareheuse.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — - - - been teid by Rep. Lioydeapp,The state senate viednesda‘; State Sen. JohreBerry,-.fr.,14. The law had proven mime EnergY-
The new department will D-Wingo, that the amendmentNew Castle, feels goverrunent forceable and larger tobacco
passed a resolution tiring coatrolliee what_ -tobacco fanners -had- been offered -consolidate_ the .. existing was net Acceptable_ to the
-Congress 4o inact legislation Energy Department with the - House.' •warehouses charge should be Various types of privileges by
prohibiting the Army Corps of Kentucky Center for Etfergy Two other House=passedEngineers tonic applytnoba the last resort in trying to end warehouses .to attract their.
benefits-cost ratio to flood 
the probletiak of-rebates. ' tobacco. - - - Research and expand': Its lanisawteerbet l:bearfiening mended
duties.
control projects. However, Berry 
warned The bill places enforcement
• Sen. Bert Ed Pollitte 
-
Wednesday he will introduce of the law with the attorney
The Senate also passed a One bill would require the
Harlan, claimed the Corps has 
D-
legislation in the 1980 General general's 8ffice and allows it 
House bill providing . for Department for Human
Assembly to take such steps if to file class action suits on 
Physician assistants, although Resources to make unan-
consistently refused to build
a bill passed by the Senate behalf of all farmers 
the issue is expected to end up flounced inspections of long-
flood control projects in
does not work out. discriminated against in the 
in a conferrence committee term nursing homes. Two
eastern Kentucky because amendments relating to the_they ednnnt heittstthed tunief The House-passed bill is offering of privileges, 
between the two houses.
aimed at ending the problem -The bill increases the- - 
.The Senate, amended the occupational healthand safety.
the benefits-cost ratio. law were tacked onto the bill. —of tobacco warehouses of- warehouse fee from 
825 to HOILte bill to preclude the
Pollitte noted such
feri ba or • Pee t 
• s275 with the additional assistants, who would be ,Th. arnonritrumts mould
delete a stiff penalty for an
employer who refuses to allow
an inspector on his property
and. would allow only an
elevator inspector to remove a
seal from a defective elevator.
A bill removing the'5. per-
cent sales tax on college
textbooks was ameaded to
remove. an exemption from
the sales Mid use -taxes for -
„ sales by nonprofit educational
—orgainaations. - • •
legislation is currently pen-
ding in Congress and the 
privileges_to farmers to sell fmoney to be used for en- licensed 
by the state under
Kentucky resolution might 
their tobacco. orcement. 
guidelines to be adopted by the
play 'a small 'part in -its 
The measure actually The bill was amended and 
fBroamrd of Medical Lftensure,
4}P
passage. must now go back to the Ho • ' • d
dispensing
deletes a 40-year-old state law
prohibiting such rebates, but for concurrence. 
use prescribing certain rugs.
The Legislative Research
Commission would be busy that all tobacco The Senate passed another restrict the_ use of suchprovides 
The amendment Would
farmers must be treated thedurteg the • next two 'years • part of Gov. ulien Carroll's assistants by opthamologists
under three other resolutions 
same by a particular energy package—a bill setting and Sen. Don Johnson, D-Ft.
-adopted Wednesday by the - • '
The ' Sena .e passed FroSenate.
resolutionsAiiii ling the LITC,
the staff arm of .the
legislature, to conduct studies
during the interim and report
to the 1980 General Assembly.
The study resolutions would
survey the costs to Kentucky
pharmacists to dispense
prescriptions paid for by the
medicaid program, the
feasibility of impimenting
Golden Age _Discount Card
program for the elderly to use
for programs with discounts
for the elderly, and study
credit practices relating to
women in the state.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers wire -bare not
received tbeir beeno-deNvered
copy of The fAervay Ledges &
Taws by MO pa. Melt* -
Friday why 3:30p...en Sew-
days are urged te coil 753.1416
between 5:30 p. a. rad 4 p.a.,
1140118141416y, or 3:30 p.a.
end 4p. so. Setuninys, to Wire
delivery of tat newspaper. GIs
west be pieced by Sp... week-
days or 4 p.a. Saturdays to
guerentee delivery.




From Maine to California,
state treasuries are bulging,
in--sharp -contrast to , the
deficits of two years ago, and
lawmakers are debating ways
to give some ef the money
back to the taxpayers.
A spot check by The
Associated Press and a survey
by the Tax Foundation Inc.'
• found that 31 states expect to
have a surplus at the end of
the current one or two-year
fiscal period. 
. .
The surpluses are not
confined to any particular
area of the country, making if
haed to pinpoint the reason for
financial health. They can be
found in industrial states like
New York and Illinois, as well
as in more rural areas like
Kansas and Wisconsin.
Proposals for refunding
some of the money vary from
state to state and, often,
arrietig officials within a state.
In. Wisconsin, for example,
Silver Spoon
RINGS
• elegant and adjustable
• fine Oneida craftsmanship
Genuine William A. Rogers quality silver-
plate in rich Vanessa Baroque pattern.
Mode with a special balanced-plating pro-







there are three conflicting
plans for election-year tax
cuts to divvy up a $400 million
to $425 million surplus. In
colorado there are no less
than a dozen schemes.
The amount of the surpluses'
also vary widely. '
California expects to have
$3.21 billion left when the
current fiscal year ends June
30; South bakota officials
expect a $4.9 million surpl*
July 1 and a $5.3 million
surplus by July 1, 1979.
ts equally difficult to
characterize states with
deficits.
Among those in or near the
'red, for example, are Penn-
sylvania, with a $64 million
deficit, and Hawaii, which the
Tax Foundation says will go
from a $35.2 million surplus in'
fiscal 1977 ( which ended last
June 30) to a $3.5 million
deficit in fiscal 1979.
Overall totals for surpluses
are difficult to calculate
because'states use a variety of
financial calendars and Meal
systems.
In a study released Wed-
nesday, the Tax Foundation, a
nonprofit research.group, said
state and local governments
reported a $13.3 billion surplus
on general accounts in
calendar year 1977, up by
nearly $10 billion from the
previous year.
They said the surpluses
"reflect strong growth in -
receipts, coupled with ap-
parent expenditure restraints.
In both 1976 and 1977, receipts
rose by 11 to 12 percent an-
nually, while expenditure
growth was in the 7 to 8 per-
-cent range."
The situation today con-
trasts_with that a little over
two years ago, when the
nation was still suffering from
recession and inflation. The
Commerce Department said
that at the end .of the third
quarter of 1975, state gover-
nments had deficits of $11.5
billion. On Jan. 15, 1976, the
National Governors Con-
ference said that a 37-state
survey showed most states
faced "an increasingly bleak
fiscal future."
The same inflation which
helped cause the squeeze also
helped cure it, however. As
earnings and prices rose,
receipts from state income
and sales levies also went up,
sometimes faster than an-
ticipated.
A growing number of states
are setting ceilings on, budget
increases, linking boosts' to
growth in personal income.
In addition, many state
constitutions forbid deficit
TODAYS' YOUR LUCKY DAY
Find Your Pot Of Gold
Al Murray Ford Trador With These Savings
ae, ALL FORD TRACTORS
AND EQUIPMENT
80 LOTS OF USED FARM
ie EQUIPMENT
aa, FORD 5000 TRACTOR
frank Hurt 4A-7: $5995.00 Carrie Brandon
Assistant Nor. •
ManagerMURRAY FORD TRACTOR 
spending, meaning the budget






(AP) — A new mineral dis-
covered five years ago in Ar-
gentina has been formally, ac-
cepted by the International
Mineralogical Association and
named "surjta." -
Described as soft; white and
greasy-to the touch, suite has
a layered structure eonsiating-
of a clay-like substance and
lead carbonate.
HIS BUSINESS IS BROOMING—Chimney sweep Harry Richert, 18, sits astride a
chimney overlooking Gramercy Park in Jeerer New York City. He and brother and father
operate one of the few chimney sweep businesses in the area. (AP Laserphoto)
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Ras A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA











, \ ow prices!
•
Get ready for Spring with our pre-season fashion collection for ladies and girls.
Rig selections of colorful prints and solid colors
LADIES' DRESSES 
1 1 "Junior sizes 3 to 15
Misses sizes 10 to 20
Half sizes 16 to 4./7
t
17°'
PRETTIER-THAN-EVER DRESSES FOR GIRLS
Sizes 4 to 6X SIZ(.5 7
5 57 to900 851to11"
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NORTH TEAM — North Calloway Elementary par
ticipated in the County Math Bowl held recently at
-- Southwest Elementary. Members of the North team
were, left to right, Michael Holloway, Marsha Turner,
tonna Furr,- Trisha Clark, and Keith Alfbritten. Not pic-




beatib colomiii from the
Alcohol. Drug Abuse. and Meotal Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare
The Cults and the Kids sought to create a social 
sys-





tbt- from these institutions--
: from the Krishna Conscious- Parents were seen as in-
. nets movement to the Unifica- adequate and constraining:
• tion Church, from the Divine schools were viewed as irrelc-
Light Mission to the Love vant and oppressive, and the
Family have been booming goals of a eireeF and material
• in America"' success were looked upon as
Dr ' James Gordon, a re- hollow.
search p-al"issi-ofr-She Nar "—TherrtheVietnam
tional institute of Mental ed and the antiwar movement
evaporated. _There was noth-
ing,Abe . *owls . people _ fel1,.._
to take its place. They began
to feel disillusioned dhow'
their own collective action
and, without allegiance to a
guiding set of principles, they
became increasingly private ,
-ariirrathdraW'riff—"---
The religious cults seemed
miraculously to meet their
needs; their private longings
were somehow fulfilled and
their isolation ended if they
joined a group. The cults gifve r
them an unerring' map, or so
it seemed. If such a map to
a .complex world had some-
thing strong with they did
not see it or chose to ignore
Health's (enter tor Studies o
Child and l'aniily Mental
- -Health, discusses " eKids
and the Cults" in a recent -
issue of Children Today, a
, DHEW publication. His re:
port-presents the viewpoints of
protesting parents and of the
yoong. people-. 431e11.1ielle, 
based on his. experience as
• "participant-observer" of the
. new religious
( cults for some
18 months.
Warts.-sarrthropologists and
• historians think that ,religious
cults thrive in times of social
• and cultural crises and in eras
when local. r global destruc-
' tion stems possible. Gordon
believes that the present day
is "just such a time."
Earlier, when Gordon was
studying the -effects of the
Vietnam war, he was sur-
prised at how often conversa-
kept veering to the
threat -of - vnar-ltf-drsireiieri.•.:
"--' Vietnam destruction was tele-
vised (the first televised War
• in history), and the young
foric. believed the same weap-
ons might be turned on them
The outcome of the. Vietnam
war showed that America was
not- militarily invincible, and
the question of America's
moral authority also %Ss
raised. The young people
turned to opposition to the
antiwar movement and to a
counterculture which turned
away .from this . oountry's
major institutions: schools,
families, churches, profes-
sions, and businesses. They
it
What were they. searching
for? Gordon saint up his
findings as the search for
transcendent experience; the
CO2 r h family I d 
-and authority:. the need...cor
community; and an overnd-
mg sense of mission '
Gordon calls for "a deep
and respectful understanding
of the needs.the young people
have, of the religious experi-
ences they seek, and of the
limited alternatives available
to them in our society."
For a copy of Dr. Gordon's
report, write to the Superin-
tendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Office,










On Any 20 Exposure COLOR
ROLL
BIG jt*
DI VFLOPRD 8 PRINTED
LI W T ONE ROLL PER LV(IPOIN
r7764 1=121IITIES3n1•i 0 'rra
5x7 COLOR,
Enlargement 89c.
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1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681
Specials Good
March 9-15
We Reserve The Right To Lila Osonlitlet Open Daily 8:1111 to 7:00












Plain or Self Rising
MEAL . 5 lb
16 oz
6 2 OZ
$119 Customer Appreciation Sale i;Oirs'
TARTS






















Make the "Perfect Pair!"
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Limit 3 Doz.
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At State Conference In-Louisville
MSU Business Organization Wins Awards
Students representing the
Delta Gamma chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda business
organization at Murray State
University won 13 awards at
Beta Leadership
Conference in Louisville over
the weekend.
A total.of 219 students were
involved in 17 -competitive
events during the three-day
conference, Murray .gtmt•
stlKIS114.1111S1 fOr.secood place
in the highest-Mal number of
argils by a chigger. Phi Beta-
Lambda has 22 active chap-
ters in Kentucky.
First place winners from-
blurs*, as& were. Dana.







goes on early, stays late,
costs less.
You can spray Princely!' + AAtreie up to two Weeks
before you plant.
And you'll like our price on this heibicide
combination for corn.
But you'll get season-long control of grasses and -
broadleafs. Pall panicum. Crabgrass. And the tough
broadleafs that other combinations let through.
PRINCEP + 'AATREX — your best combination for corn.
Contact your local Southern States Agency
- farm chemical headquarters -
for more inarmation on these and other fine
CIBA-GEIGY products.
Poncece trademark of CIBA-GEIGY tor,somazine
AAt rex trademark of CIBA-GEIGY kir atrazme
Wood of Paris, Tenn., Mr.
Future Business Teacher;
Pam Walker of Hopkinsville,
Business Law; and Sherry
Yoamg a1 G ,
Chapter Scrapbook.
Miss Dawes, Wood, and
Miss-Walker-wen-the-right--te
represent Kentucky at the
National Leadership Con-
ference in San Francisco July
5-8.
Miss Dawes also won fourth
and fifth as the student
responsible for the' Annual
Report and the Most Out-
standing_ Project.
--Other award winners in the
Murray State delegation
were:
Second place - Kim Tucker
of Hardin, Accounting II.
Third place - Helen WilsoA
of Faney Farm, Largest
Chapter Membership; Willard
Wallace of Hopkinsville, Mr. •
Future Business Executive;
and the five-member
parliamentary - pkpcedure 
team. Members of the-team





and Phillip Powers, Vine
Grove.
Fourth place - Sarah Kirk
of Bentonein both Community
Service Project and Office
Procedure&
Fifth place - Lisa Siegert of
Grayville, Ill., Accounting I.
Torn Wilson was also elected
as parliamentarian for the
state organization.
Three advisors - Dr.
Marvin Albin, Dr. Gray
Brockway, and Dr. William
Grasty - accompanied
students to the conference.
ph,Lileta Lambda is a
national organization for ‘.
college' and university
students who are preparing
for careers in business and
industry or for careers in
business education. It is the
college division of the Future
Business Leaders of America.
The Delta Gamma chapter
of Murray State, founded in
the 1920s as the Murray State
Business Club, is the, oldest_
continuously -active
organization on the campus
and was the first Phi Beta






denc-e is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purctujal It. 
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to











call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.
*wwwwwwwwisio.111661.11•
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FANF 'RES ARE HERE!
Spring is Busting Out At
Grace's --rvernalteArt._
the latest in high
fashion are now in
stock. Everything from Strappy Dress Slings
































LOCATED AT BUCHANAN RESORT












I r ',ale on over
1200 29gerriLfron, 11 dille-win S
Walliovering Books Take vow pick of
washable. strippable, serithboble, pre
pasted. fabric hacked ponerTri an
Impressive orrok• of textures arid colors
— ranging. in style from Traditomal to
Contemporan;
SALE PRICE





?List stop by or t
nearest ‘.,•(.1
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A whole lot more.
Free decorating service. Use fester Charge, BankAmericard,VISI, or oer extended credit terms.
Sere on other specials in our stores. 1600 stores including one neer you.
Murray
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UMW Group Seeking To Oust
Miller Petitions For Recall
CHARLESTON, W.Va. according to Bill Bryant, a UMW membership would will be checked carefully and
oust United Mine Workers
President Arnold Miller has
turned-in notigli petitions-to-
the union's secretary-
treasurer to initiate the recall
process, according to a group
spokesman.
UMW Secretary-Treasurer
Bill Esselstyn now has the
signatures of 18,000 UMW
members on petitions asking
..t1144,ITC411. giegt49.11-be..inicL.
CARTER EDUCATION—Fourth grade students of Jean Hurt at Carter Elementary Schools became involved in
Career Education at the beginning of the school year. The students identified and were grouped according to their
career intereks, after which they invited i person involved in that career to be interviewed by the class. In the
photo above, Dr. Clegg Austin discussed the medical field with students (from left) Joe Pat Ramsey, Ginger Ford,, Jay
Watson and Chris Thomas. Other person who have spoken to the class are Marge Hatton; artist; Glenn Wilcox,
radio station owner Brenda Estes, secretary and bookkeeper and Christina Tubbs, nurse. Photo By kayePeebles
End of Winter
Celebration!



























Good Supply of Stove Pipe and Ac-
cessories still in stock 
Your Self-Service
HARDWARE
"We Wont Your Business"
Murray Supply
Co., Inc
Mt Maim, Murray, 163-3311.
Legislature
In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Here is a brief look at
legislative action Wednesday




and sent to the Senate Gov.
Julian Carroll's proposed $7.5
billion two-year state budget.
—Voted itself an increase in
expense allowances from $50
to $75 a day during the
Legislature.
—Killed after considerable
debate the massive cities
statutes revision hilt 
—Approved an ad-
ministration _proposal tt
require motorists to have a
car window sticker showing
that they carry automobile
liability insurance.
—Passed two bonding
authority bills to finance
school construction and
renovation and student loans.
—Approved after • much
debate a bill designed to 'give
the state greater control over
the 15 regional comprehensive
care centers. The measure
carries a $3 - million ap-
propriation.
—Narrowly approved a bill
to require that hospitals with
emergency rooms have a
doctor on call around the clock
for victims of sexual offense.
—Approved a bill to spend $2




measure to repeal the tobacco
warehouse rebate prohibition
and returned the bill to the
House for concurrence in an
amendment.
—Passed part of the
governor's energy legislation
package to establish the
Department of Energy to
consolidate existing state
energy agencies with the
Kentucky Center for Energy
Research.
—Approved a House bill to
allow physicians' assistants to
operate under doctors but
amended the bill to prohibit
them from prescribing certain
drugs.
—Approved a measure to
remove the 5 percent sales tax
from college textbooks but
amended it to eliminate the






request of Gov. Julian Carroll,
the Kentucky Ediicetion
Association has moved this
year's convention to a
weekend — April 14,15, and 16
—to give school systems more
time to make up days lost
because of bad weather.
KEA president Wayne
Harvey said members of the
KEA board of directOrs ap-
proved the change in a
telephone poll. Earlier plans
had called for the three-day
convention to end on the day it
now will start.
Harvey said the convention
will be in Louisville but the
meeting site has not yet been
confirmed.
The Mexican port city of Ma-
zatlan lies 15 miles south of the
Tropic of Cancer at the saute
latitude as the liar% titian .
Islands. The port sits at the
edgc-of--the Sea of °Cortez,. one
of the world's largest fisfv.
traps.
Recall. The group has charged
the Miller has been an inept
- trrisled—ttre-
membership about cuts in
health benefits..
The UMW Constitution
, requires that recall petitions
with the signatures of 5 per-
cent of the union's members
be turned in to the secretary-
treasurer to initiate the recall
....prixtdurs.EivtaxicsziaLthe.-
However, Bryant said his
group had not gone through
e pertt101137111—thec1t ThF
duplications. "There might
have been a couple hundred at
most," Bryant said.
He said the petitions were
sent to union locals and most
of the signatures were
collected there, insuring there
would be few duplications.
Radio ihaelt
process could take months.
Bryant said that when he
aria -live OfFer— Coitut'uttee
members gave the petitions W
Esselstyn , at UMW
headquarters in Washington
Wednesday, "he was real nice
to us ... real receptive."
Bryant said. he hoped
Esselstyn would go ahead and
take the next step in the recall
pr9Ctedilf41.i -







A neat way to "telephone" through in rough
weather' Executive control panel has phone
style speaker mike ANL, Noise Blanker, S RF











Mounts on car, truck RV





102" stainless steel whip mounts easily








Three 52- radials, ' wave






Four 108- radial's, 64 wave. over - -- -













CB AM FM enjoyment' 
TRC-471
21-1592




Timer automatically turns on
CB, with or without alarm













Talk power at home or on the
road (12V DC) LED display, SAVE $50headphone lack, AC DC cables









,RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES 21 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES Most items
Olympic Plaza
12th Street
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To Finance Student Loans
and '
Moose Makes Donations To Local Blood Bank
Approximately forty members of the Murray
Moose Lodge No. 2011 donated blood last week
to the Murray-Calloway_ County„HospiLil.,Blood
Bank. Laboratory technicians will be taking
iious(? (:)Icalfs Scitc)c)1 Elc)riciing Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. LAP) - proposal to require motorists Resources Secretary could
' The Kentucky *Use Of to have a wipdOw. sticker intervene is if a center fell into
Representatives has voted to showing that they carry dire financial straits. He said
The House narrowly











weeks during the year, according to Bill Kyle,
blood bank technician. _
"By -hiving -2.5 per cent of their members
donate blood during the year, all members of
the Moose and their families will be covered by
a blood protection program," Bill Kyle explaiRed.
"The local blood bank is supported entirely by
group and individual volunteer donations," he
added.
If your organization or business is interested in
the youp protection plan, call the blood bank at
753-54.31extension0 for di4a5i.
"Oen Travis, seated, has his teinperature tiken
by Janie Troupe. Blood pressure and tem-
perature checks are part of the mini-physical
which each prospective donor must pass before
giving blood. Standing are Bob Schroader and
Billy Thompson.
- .
Ruth Bowker listens attentively as Box Cox ex-
Technician Janie Troupe checks Robert
Walker's blood pressure.
Daisy Mathew, medical technologist, draws a
unit of blood from volunteer donor Carolyn
plains the procedure for donating blood. Scruggs.
aneensenvenamstaamiomineatoltstiwarmeraratant ,---- -,,,••• •
PEANUTS
YES, DOCTOR . A FRIEND
OF MINE SUGGESTED I
COME To SEE ,?0U,..
3in W
e m 3
WELL, I'VE 'MEN HAVING
TROUBLE STAYING AWAKE






















IT'S SUCH A PERFECT
DAY! I THINK I'LL
PLAY ANYWAY
I HATE IT WHEN











IN THE DEEP 14.40005,
COL. WEEKS.
" NOUJ LONG 00 :






au omo e ia y in- it would simply allow the state emergenu_serylces_tolaYe_a____ 
finance school construction_ %arsine,. -11- -apt:or-wed- by-Hee-to n minor the ITetation-ol the
anditadennOlis. ' Senate, the measure would
„House Bill 625, approved 71- becomeattedive Sept. t -
6 Wednesday by the House, Approved after a lengthy
would establish the Kentucky debate was House Bill 686,
Higher Education Student which would give the state
Loan Corporation, with tighter control over regional
authority. to issue bonds to mental health' treatment
finance student loans. centers. The measure carries
Rep. Jody Richards, D- a $3 million appropriation for
„BOwling, said . the exiSlinslOn —a the 15 corn-
s 
House Kll Cprogram would permit needy prehensive care centers for i s itiesstudents to borrow funds for the next two years.
their college education. He The vote wa 60-30.
said they scannot obtain loans The sponsor, Rep. Buddy
:from lending institutions Adams, D-Bowling Omen,
able to sell up to $30 million in in their financial operations.
The corporation would be the centers more accountable Statutes Revi;ionbecause of red tape. said the measure would make
revenue bonds. Several legislators were
House Bill 627, approved 57- critical of the rway the ap-
23, would establish a Kentucky propriation. was attached to.
School Building Authority, the bill to insure its passage.
with the ability tosell bonds to Rep. Ray Overstreet, R-
finance renovation and con- Liberty, said the measure .
stractionef school buildings.— WOilld'- take authority away
The authority would be able from local mental health
to make direct cash grants to center boards and vest it in the
local schooldistricts. secretary- of Alia. Department--
No ceiling.is set in the bill on for Haman Resources.
the amount of bonds the He told lawmakers that if
authority can sell. The they vote for the bill, "you
_proposed executive budget, _don'thave.the guts to say local
approved earlier by the boards can run mental health
___H__...ouse.„  includes_ _2_67 _million -programs:.
appropriation for the new However, ' Adams said it
authority. does not take control away
The House voted 60-11 in from local boards. He said the





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Members of the .1978 General
Assembly introduced more
than 100 fewer bills than the
members of the last regular
session of the legislature.
1" A total of 1,141 bills were
introduced by the end of the
cutoff for bill introductions
Tuesday, the fewest since the
1972 session.
The number of bills follows
the 1976 legislature which had
one of the highest total of bills
in history at 1,245.
The bills include 776 in the
House and 365 in the Senate.
That compares with 860 in the
House in 1976 and 385 in the
Senate.
A total of 1,226 bills were
introduced in the 1974 General
Assembly and 1,048 in 1972.
Just under 30 percent of the
bills introduced in 1976
became law. The same per-
centage of success this time
would mean 342 bills would
become law.
So far, Gov. Julian Carroll
/DEEP WOODS? YEs„UTTERLY
WHERE THE AMAZING!
PYGMIES I'LL TELL YOU
LIVE e ABOUT IT.
BUT FIRST„.ARE YOU
EN..X)YING LIFE SINCE



















while 57 other bills have been
passed by the legislature and
are awaiting his action.
The bills this session run
alphabetically from , absent
voting to wdrkmen's com-
pensation. They include such
emotional issues - as
legalization of Laetrile,
recession of Kentucky's
ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment and




They also range in scope
from issues ,such as strip mine
regulation to making the
agate the state rock and in size
from one page, one sentence
bills to a five-pound 823-page
monster.
Many of the bills make it no
farther than committee and
many are introduced only for
the sake of show or to get them
considered by interim
committees between sessions.
Rep. Bobby Richardson, D-
Glasgow, the House majority
floor leader, introduced the
most bills, 84, but many of
those were measures on
behalf of the administration.
In the Senate, however, Sen.
David Karem,
introduced the most bills with
68, most of -which were
educational housecleaning
trills on behalf of an interim
subcommittee he chaired.
Senate majority floor leader
Sen. Tom Garrett, D-
Paducah, introduced 55 bills.
boards.
•-• The House defeated an
amendment that would have
limited the salaries of
direetors of local mental
health boards.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky House has
narrowly killed "the .cities
statutes revision bill after
lengthy debate and adoption of
-many of-the-24 amendinetits
added-to the measure, -
The House voted 39-38
Wednesday on a table motion
13Y--RePT-Clik-Gay, R-Hyden,
after more than an hour's
debate on the 139-section
proposal.
Rep. Bob Benson, D-
  _Loinsuille.,--e-hairman--ef-the-
Cities Committee, conceded
after the vote that the massive
House Bill 87 -is difficult
legislation."
Benson acknowledged
criticism that the bill "tried to
do too much atonce."
The principal sponsor of
measure added that Gov.
Julian ,Carroll should considef
including city statutes
revision if he calls a special
legislative session next year to 
physician on call around the
clock to examine victims of
sexual offenses.
Also approved was a bill
appropriating $2 million over
the biehnium to fund cancer
research in Kentucky.
on an amendment proposed by
Rep. Charles Holbrook, R
Ashland.
The amendment, which was
approved Wednesday before
the bill was kilted:91MM hive
removed the power.of cities to
raise property taxes beyond '




CHICAGO ( AP) - Although
General _Robert-&-bee-fought--
valiantly for the Confederacy in
the War between the States, he
was privately opposed to slave-
ry and did not favor secession
from the Union.
Lee, whose Jan. 9_ birthday
anniversary is a legal holiday
in most Southern states,_ felt
that slavery had an evil effect
on masters as well as slaves,
according to The World Book
Encyclopedia. Long before the- -
outbreak of the Civil War, he















































































federal strip mine act.
The. proposal, which
resulted from two years of
study at a cost of $300,000,
would have standardized city





mission," Benson said. "I
should think he would consider
it for the special session that is
rumored."
The House delayed a vote on
the bill Tuesday after a
drafting error was discovered





most colors. $4.95 per
spool. Little Red House















26 Knocks 42 Lanes
"27 secure 44 So be it'
28 Danish 45 Apportion
measure 47 Aroma
30 Ingurre - 48 Unusual
31 Russian 49 Hit lightly
news .50 Man's
agency name
35 Calumniate 51 Bishopnc
37 Silkworm 52 Man's
40 Chemical nickname
compound


























by United Feature yn lute. Inc


















MARCH 1ST. At The
Country Image, 3 miles
-West of Dover, Tenn. On
Highway 79 at the Big
Indian.
pressed hatred over the idea of
a divided natioii, and had di
culty deciding whether to sta
by his native state of Virginia
or remain with the Union, even
though , President Lincoln of-
fered him the field command of
the U.S. Army, the encyclo-
pedia says.
the governor's But Lee came to feel that his
it was is corn- state was protecting its liberty,
freedom and legal principles.
He chose to fight _what the
South regarded as a second
war of independence - much
as Washington, whom Lee
.greatly admired, had fought
against the British, World-Book
reports.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
BIBLE FACTS INC.
Consider Isaiah 53:5 and
Matthew 6:33. These are
the answers! Have you
tried everything else?
Why not try Matthew
6:33? It is easy! There is
NO other way to find
HAPPINESS! For Bible
answers, individual
study or study by phone
call 753-0984. "
S. Lost And Found
LOST, STRAYED or
stolen small black dog,












All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners respon-
sible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden
The Murray Board of Edo. ation Head Start
Program is now accepting applications for a
part-time bus driver..
Applications may be picked up at the Board of .,
EdUcation Office-9th and Poplar-and Alould..he
returned by Monday. Marcb 13th at 4'00 p.m.
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S. Lost APO Found
38 CHROME COBRA
tpi 0 urs ay nig ,
March 2nd in turn
around of Calvary
Temple Pentecostal
Church on 641 South.
Reward for information
or return. Call 753-5421
after 5 p.m.
MAN FOR MIXER
operator - day shift.
Apply in person, Ky.
Candy Co., Ahno.
-STATION ATTENDANT
needed. Apply at X-Cell
011 Co., between 6 a.m.-




-at Fern Terrate. -FuIE
time. Hours 11 a.m.-7
p.m. I Apply in person
only, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
WANTED - waitress and
cook. Days. Apply in
person, Southside
Restaurant, Bel Air
Shopping Center. South 
12th.




letters, personable, etc. 
Apply in person only to
Factory Outlet, Bel Air









Apply in person at Key
Cars, 515 South 4th.
OPPORTUNITY in Sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
• time. Call 759-1370.
6. Help Wanted 10. Business Opportunity
ONE EXPERIENCED $35.00 Per Hundred
cook and one ex- stuffing. e-nv.elopes
Both morning and
everillig shifts open. Ky.
Lake Lodge Restaurant,




looking for someone to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food ex-
perience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply bet-
ween hours of 11 a. in.-
2p.m.
. • • • • •
addressed. Free sup-
plies, send sell ad-
dressed stamped en-













Shoe Dept. $3t100. Open
within 4 weeks. First &
Last offer at this price.
Call Bob Weaver Collect
-615-352-0762.
NOW ACCEPTING ap-
eations for-part time -
work. 2-10 Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Position of desk -clerk. -





DOING BUSINESS IN THE U.S IS
IN NEED OF SOME TOP
CALIBER MEN. WE NOW HAVE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS:
DISTRICT MANAGERS • DILL
TIME. REPRIUNTATIVE1 -
FULL TIME, ItEPRIUNTATIVS
• PART TIME. THE FOLLOWING
MR10015110 ARE ASSETS
WE PREFER YOU NAVE BEFORE
YOU SEND A RESUME: I.
AGRICULTURE ORIENTED, 2.
SELF-MOTIVATOR, 3. AM-
BITION, 4, mown. IF YOU
DECIDE YOU HAVE. THESE
ASSETS, AND ARE READY TO
EARN THE TOP DOLLAR AND
GET AHEAD WITH A RAPIDLY
DEVELOPING COMPANY, SEND




J. C. pallimore or call 49 2-9 7 8 5.
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.
Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights
ONLY 3 YEARS OLD
LAKE WAY SHORES
2-bedroom home on Kentucky Lake. Electric
heat, air conditioned, large living room, dining
area and kitchen with lots of cabinets. Concrete
patio with gas grill, and 120-gal. propane tank.
Nice, large, shaded lot 75x210. On Canal.
This house and lot can be bought for little more

















15 Articles Fir Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,









--SVOUld you like to get 8
or more channels on
your TV? We guarantee
8 or more! We are fully






FOR LONGER wear keep
carpets clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric 
--ih-impooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."




windows, 36 x 38. Call
753-4684 after 5 p.m.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Get your winter's wood
now. While the price is




farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get

















14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
ONE OR two large stock
Roosters. Call 753-6359.
A COUPLE WANTS to




shop, either in garage or











You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses. right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and you get an exclusive, fully-
protected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
today, right in your own area, anctbi home nights with your family while doing
it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still open in your area. Send your






Fort Worth Texas 76111
COMPLETE LINE of.
restaurant equipment.
Used only 1 year. Phone
r 3141 334-3846.
KEEPSAKE 12 pt..
diamond ring. 14 carat
















Rug, Small drop leaf
table, 2 lamps, 2 antique
rocking chairs,
Volkswagon trailer
hitch. Articles can be
seen at 502 So. 11th
Street or call 753-8410.
COLEMAN GAS furnace.
50,000 BTU down flow.










register. $150. Call 436-
2533.




Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.
DRESSER WITH WASH
bowl and mirror for a













canopy. Less than 1
month old. $500. Call 759-
4951.
53.95 BUYS ALL OF THIS
• hod. Wood Peony
=MAW
MAW
- Largo Pawl woo.





O MIT Poen IS yrs.
1460 S Poway (ow)
Rom 1060-0 SIMIll
Deo Perry
- Mitt Roney 25 yrs.
Mu frog two S NI
Pius Ow Fres Gift
Ply; Or fro* Orockore
Solid U.'S mid .25 Portage
to:
JIM DoWNI110 A CO.
SW% 5 Meade IfInoneoo
Sevostioe Hs MSS
YELLOW BRONZE
bedroom suite. Call 753-
0031. Do not call between
1:30-6:30 p.m -
18. Sewing
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows an South
16th St. Now In Stock..
Columbia Minervr
Orion-acrylic yarns in t
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in --painted-latc-li---haelx-
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug- -yarn, 4ypes -
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all






machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews






party to take over spinet
piano; Easy terms. Can
be. seen locally. Write:
reclit Manager, P. 0.























with Turner Super mike
and antenna. $250.
----TEU-C-Fil---erigiette tape
recorder and tapes, $75.
Call 759-4951. '
ZENITH SPRING SALE.
25" color consoles from
$539.96 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. Sissons
can save you money.
Sissons Zenith Highway
94, 19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
lowest.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Hopper, 354- Natural gas, excellent
- buy. See at Riviera Ct.
Call 753-3280.
GRAIN BINS, Early
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the




ment. All kinds of used
farm equipment at
Murray Ford Tractor.
tall these numbers till
7:00 p.m: 759-4895 or 753-,
9482.
TRACTOR - John Deere







at night 1-345-2437 or 1-
247-0558.
20. Sports Equipment
26" 10 SPEED bicycle.
Nearly like new. Six ft.
pool table. Good con-
dition. Call 435-4391.
243 REMINGTON rifle
BTL. 3 x 9 scope and
case. Like new. $200.
Call 492-8352.


















for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.







Arad Costly Hooves Hossori
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Mom moo eos woe a







12 x 65 TRAILER and lot.
Call 767-4479.
1976 14' x 60 Schultz,
electric, -2 bedroom,
unfurnished, un-
derpinned. 8 x 12 storage
building. Call after 4:30
753-7755. -
LUXURY MOBILE
home. One of a kind. 14z
20 living room. Master
-bedroom '12"ir 24. Bath
and half. Washer, dryer,
stove and refrigerator.
Three bedrooms, utility
room, 2 large carpeted
porches, gas heat,
central air, all new
carpeting. Call Riviera
Cts, 753-4812.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MODILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for








WOULD LIKE TO rent 2
or 3 bedroom house. Call
- 753-5942.






All carpet. Central heat









1. 1405 Stadium View







FURNISHED ONE or two
bedroom. Married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South 16th. Call
753-6609.
34 Houses For Rent
FUR ROOM HOUSE
with hot and cold water..
No pets. Call 492-8360
after 5 p.m
SMALL FURNISHED
house, $85 per month.
Call 753-5750.
HOUSE FOR RENT -
1702 Farmer.' Three












PRICED TO SELL - 
just HAVE PROPERTY
listed this oraer tiome
oca in • . ome
is in good condition and
has had recent
redecoration and ad-
dition of insulation. Very
economical utility bills
• and excellent buy at
$14,900. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
,1222 for courteous and
competent Real Estate
Service.
1971 12 x 65 1½ baths, 3 Purdom I Thurman
bedroom, unfurnished. Insurance & Real Estate




Moon, all electric, fully
carpeted. Furnished and
air conditioned. 63500.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280 before 5.
10 x 55 MOBILE HOME,
also 10 x 20' room ad-
dition on 125 x 145 lot
located 1/2 way between
Murray and Paris on.
Highway 641. Due to
illness must sell and cut -
price from $10,000 to
$4,600.00 unfurnished.
Deal with owner. Call
498-8874 for ap-










kitchen. . lots of
cabinets. Stable for
stock, smoke house.




Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
.I1
been thinking of selling,
why not give us a call?
- You'll receive friendly,
courteous service and
professional advice
from our five full-time
sales, representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
real estate so let us




make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
BY OWNER - A very
attractive hone, 3 large
bedrooms, 1 ki baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage, floored attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,









wail* Iwwwwd-oos, Oat faMos,or 154151111,-Bro-wa 0,1144125154 readt
Is assemble up to 24 s 60. Boy the bort for foss. •
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
Extremely well-built home on quite street near
the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
home features central heat and air,-large rooms,
spacious 2 car garage, abtmdant storage areas,
beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner wants




George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Barry Patterson 492-1302 11111Koppered 753-1222
Bill Rayinern 759-4900
NICE MOBILE HOME,
central heat and air.
Nice garage. Lot with
well. 200 ft. off 280. Price
$7500. Call 436-2733.
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot.




12 x 55 TWO BEDROOM,
bath and half. Call 753-
.0148.
1971 12 x 60, three
bedroom. Bath and half.
Partially furnished. Call •
753-2670 after 4 p.m.
1971 ,LANCER MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedreorn, 1 bath, large




29 Mobile Home Rentals
HOUSE tRAILER for
rent, 12 x 60. Two
bedroom, partially
furnished. Will be





753.8080 - SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA
HOME. PLEASES EYE! PRICE PLEASES BUDGET! Brick, 2
bedrooms, large kitchen, panelled den, big utility room, attached -
garage, new carpet and freshly painted inside. 2 Outbuildings. 1 Acre
wooded lot. Hwy. 94W. in Lynn Grove. ONLY $31,900. ACT FAST!! !
CHARACTER PLUS CHARM. Beat the Heat. Make plans for summer
now. This prestigious home has large swimming pool, e.pclosed
screened patio in a backyard landscaped for privacy. 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, B. V. with entry hall, living room, forma i dining room, large
den, fireplace. This has it all - Charm! Personality! Comfort! High
40's.
PLEASURE YOU'LL TREASURE. Ideal for Retired Couple orBeginner's Home. This sharp 2 bedroom. B. V., in excellent conditionis carpeted throughout, nicely decorated. All draperies included.Paved driveway, carport,cln the 20's.
Warren Shropshire 71118277 Audra Moody 753-9036
Barbara Erwin 753-4136 B. B. Hook 753-2387--
Reuben Mood 753-9036 Homer Miller 753-7519
41"
e













43 Real Estate 43 Real Estate 43. Real Esiate
COMMERCIAL LOT forBIG HOUSE on the PLEASE DON'T
Prairie... a great home SQUEEZE THE. . . kids sale at corner of 4th and
.for a family wanting lots Olive Streets. A
eve
brick_ has 4 bedrooms,
41/2 baths, dining room,
family room plus a
finished basement, 2 car
garage, approximately
5500 sq. ft. All this plus 8













patio. 4 bedrooms, 2





for an appointment to
see this quality built
home.
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
EstateS.We-lav.e lin ideal _
lot-for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C.' Neubauer, Realtor,-
505 Main St. 753-0101 or





With-The Fr tenni), Touch'
WOODED BUILDING




timber, 600' on Hwy.
No. 1818-West of
Midway just 4.8 miles_
from Milfray. Only
HOME OF DISTINC-
TION - Beautiful and




square feet of- com-
fortable, well-designed




private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
and on? Why not take a
look at this quality home
- it may be just what
you've been looking for.
Phone 753-1222. KOP-
PERUD REALTY.
Hwy. 841 North. At-
tractive Stone and
Brick 3 bedroom
home. 134 acre wooded
lot. Cent. heat & air.
garage. Large porch
and patio. $45,000.
Farm Property - 48







ON WHO TO LIST WITH!
DONALD R. TUCKER
CAN HELP!
listing with Donald R. Tucker takes the worry
out of real estate decisiorvi. See the professionals





pro a y acre
priced very reasonably.








With The Friendly Touch"
BUSINESS OP-
PORTUNITY.. . 40' x
60' building on Hwy.
121 South offers an





Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
A REAL BUY and easy to
finance. .




dining -room' and kit-
chen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only -5









REALTY, 711 Main. We-
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact .us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1851
CHECK THESE FARMS.
138 acres good row crop
farm 42 mile of road
frontage west side of
county 1122,400. 60 acres
more or less on Elm
Grove Church Rd. Good
investment for future.











Saturday, March 11, 10 a. m. rain or shine at the Roger Wallace
home 31/2 miles South of Murray on 641.
Selling 4b2 acres witti12 x 60 house trailer with 12 x 44 room built on back and 32
x32 clean-up shop. This property has 225 foot highway frontage, has good well.
20 Percent down day of sale, balance due with deed or within 30 days.
Sale Conducted by
Barger Realty
328 South 6th Street , Mayfield, Ky. 247-2421
Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer 436-5327.
1978 United Feature Svidiclie Inc




speed. Must sell. Call
753-9906.
1975 VOLKSWAGEN




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove





FIRST, WARVEN ,T WAS HIS NPE- plumbing jobs done?
WRITER KEEPING ME . AWA E AT Then call 753-6614.
NIGHT. NOW ' IT'S HIS ADDING MACHINE! PIANO LNG- I can
-Tell; 'kit • thiTheit
out of the years of
playing experience. Just
call me at 753-3682.
46. Homes For Sale
OLDER FRAME house
on large lot in Hazel.
$4500. Call 492-8352.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath house, 1 acre land.
Good location. Call 753-
9318.




fireplace in living room,
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Double




South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house: Call 753-
8541.
47. Motorcycles
1974 250 YAMAHA in good
condition. Call 763-3194.
4975 400 HONDA. Good
shape. Low mileage.
Price $550. Call 753-2585.
1977 YAMAHA, triple
shaft drive, under 1 year







753-3450 after 5 p. m.




teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran-






49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 MONTEGO, sell
cheap. Call 753-8681.
1974 AUDI, 2 door;
automatic, air, AM-FM
tape deck. $2350. Call
753-7699 after 6 p.m.
1/65 FOkE0, 3/4 ton pickup.
$525 or-best offer. Call
753-9318.
1969 MERCURY, 2 door
with air and power.
Good condition. $400 or
will consider trade for
smaller car. Call 753-
5778 after 6 p.m.
1975 CHEVY Luv pickup.
Call after 4:30 753-3662.
1 9 7 3 CUTLASS
SUPREME, triple
white, everything but
cruise control. Call after
5, 354-8772.
1977 PONTIAC Grand
Prix LJ, 13,000 miles.
400 Cu. in. Gray and
silver. Call 753-9603 after
s 5 p.m.
4977 LIMITED BUICK,
9,000 actual miles. Call
after 5:00 p.m. 753-8410.










ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.







roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
51 Services Offe,ed
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN arkd gas in-
s a on
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
BABYSITTING young
children in my home
aMonday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m.' randy,
daily or weekly. Ex-
perienced. Ctill 753-5672.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling




ters installed per ypur
specifications. Call
Sean- 753.2316..larArea.
professionals do-atestimates. a fraction of the
YOU SAVE UP TO
$25 00 PER ROOM),
51 Services Offered 51 Serwces Offered
HOUSEKEEPIN PAINTING, INTERIOR,
services available. Call, exterior.,Auo dry wall
753-1495. finishing. 10 years ex-
1/1 wertCittljr-E-TaPerteneCdl-436-1M
white, rock, lime, sand
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
-Italph Worley.
decorative rock. Also •
free estimates on FOR . YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
4-WILL DO BABYSITIING
in my home. Call 753-
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310





759-1820. Mud for wdy $12.0118 day
Bel-Air km Stara
rinses vacuums
out deep down dirt and











ALL TYPES backhoe and
;1• :c tank work. Field
. tile lines installed, 28
SEPTIC TANK PUM- years experience.
PING. Residential and Licensed through Health














Company Inc. Air con-









wheel base: Six cylin-
der. $3600. Call days 753-
0I, nighti 753-8567.
1976 CAMA40.r. copper
red, rea interior. Good
condition. 350 cu. in.,
automatic, air con-
dition. Call 753-5362
between 1 and 5 p. m.
753-0506 after 5 p. m.
1977 FOUR WHEEL drive
Scout. 25 used tractors.
1976 Ford 1 ton with
Omaha flat bed. 1975
four wheel drive 250










1978 Pop-Ups 150" off
All awl Campers s50" off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.
The only cure for CatenTever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available
White's Camper Sales
IlIghwy 441W 4.a., hum Orny,
CI. 704160J
NEW LISTING
Large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on one acre lot.
Trees & privacy only 4 miles West of Murray
Qty Limits. Central heat and air, big closets,
basement, 2 car garage and priced -at only
$40,000.
®KOPPERUDREALTYm
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri&idersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 NV Kopperuil 753-1222
Nil Rayburn 759-4900
Fishing for a Bargain?
Then come to Mcdontild's
March 8, 9, and 10 and with
each filet of fish sandwich
purchased receive a
coupon good for a free gold
fish at Pet World, 1619
Coldwater Road. With each
fish purchase at Pet World
you will receive a coupon
good at McDonald's for a
filet of fish sandwich, the
sandwich of the third kind.
Offer good only at Murray










WILL BARYSIT in my
home. References. Call
753-4732.





struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.




ONE YEAR old blue grey
male cat with long hair.
Litter box trained. Call
7533994. •
FREE ONE year old
registered female
Siamese. Call 759-4849 or
753-5031.
FREE- BEAUTIFUL
young adult male part
, Collie. Black and white.
----Friffory; - gentle, Mill
make an ideal pet. Call
492-8365 or 492-8183.
THREE I WEEK old
puppies. Black. Two
mate and I female. Call
753-3188.









Fri. & Sat. 8-2:38 Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shoves
209 Walnut Street.
Coll this number oft6r to assure
•rom t ser ice next do , 753-3685 -
and night appointments
CATCH A FALLING PRICE TAG!
The owners want to sell, so they've lowered the
price to the 40's. Take advantage! Large older
home. . . winding staircase. . . stained glass
windows. . . for your own home or it's properly
zoned for your restaurant or an office building...
For additional income, 2 bedroom brick apar-
tment now rented. CATCH THIS NOW!
The Staff at Boyd-Majors Real Estate take this opportunity to
thank the people of Murray and Calloway County for the
privilege of serving you during the past years.
Boyd-Majors Real Estate is a Murray based real estate firm,
completely staffed with some of the very best Murray and
Calloway County people. Our purpose with offices also
-located in Mayfield and Wingo is to better serve the people of
this community by extending our services throughout the en-
tire Purchase area district.
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I Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Anna Mable Kilcoyne
of Miyfield Route Two,
mother of Donald Kilcoyne of
the University Barber Shop,
Murray died this morning at
1: 20 at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.' She was 74
year-S-Otage- and the-widovr of
Herman Joseph Kilcoyne.
The Mayfield woman is
survived by two daughters,
Mrs: John Bully, Dearborn,
Mich., and Mrs. Shirley
Adams, Winston Salem, N. C.;
five sons, Donald of Murray,
Bill and Gerald of Fancy
Farm, Gene Of Paducah, and
Herman Joseph Kilcoyne, Jr.,
of Detroit, Mich.; one sister,




Mrs. Kilcoyne -was a
member of St. Jerome's
Catholic- Chusch„ - Fancy_
 whege--ftuseral-sen,ices.—,
will be held Saturday at eleven . 4.
a.m. with the Rev. Walter
Hancock officiating. Gran-
sons will serve as
pallbearers and buria wi
in the St. Jerome Cemetery.
Ptayers will . be said by
f &kids ooFriday atiiiiht p.m.
at the Roberts Funeral home,
Mayfield, where freinds may
call after five p.m. today•
Thursday 1.
„
Mrs. R. D. ("Omar May of
Pembroke died Tuesday- at
eight p.m. at the Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville, Tn. She
was 55 years of age and her
death followed an extended
illness.-
The deceased was ._
member of a Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 12, 1922, at Model,
Tn., she was the daughter of
Futrell, who survives, and
Bertie Jones Futrell who died
inJune 1974.
Mrs. May is survived by her
husband, R. D. May, Pem-
broke; her . father, S. I.
Futrell, Murray Route Six;
one son, Jimmy Ray May and
his wife, Wanda. Frankfort;
one sister, Mrs. Owen ( Nita)
Jones, Sledd Creek Road,
Gilbertsirille; three brothers,
Bruce Futrell, Murray Route
Six, Plomer Futrell, 405 South
Ninth Street, Murray, and J.
W. Futrell, West Covina
Calif.; three grandchildren.
•The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Maddux Funeral
Home, Pembroke, with burial
to follow in the FreMbroke
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
on Friday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.6.
Below-dam 305.6, u5 3.0.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.6.
Below dam 317.7, up 0.5.
Sunset 5:57. Sunrise 6:17.
Raymond Greer, father of
James Clint Greer of Almo
• Route One, died Tuesday at
11:20 p.m. at his home on
Calvert City Route Two. He
was•a retired farmer and was
77 years of age.
Mr. Greer is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Virgil Greer; six
daughters, Mrs_ Henry
Harmonds, Chattanooga, Tn._,
Mrs. Ehry Egner, Mrs. Edison.
Stevenson, Mrs. Harry Pace,
Mrs. Weldon Peck and Mrs.
Darny Bebout, all of Calvert
City; three sons, James Clint
Greer of Alrno Route One,
Alton Greer and Fred Greer,
both of Calvert C,ity; one
-sister, Mrs. Agnes. Lyles,
• Padutah; Thitly-six grand-
e hi-1d Pen ;.-twenty.one _great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held at
three p.m. at the chapel of the
• Filbeck and Cann Funeral
, _ow:Benton, With BroT-Pke .
Riley off icaiting. Grandsons
will serve as pallbearers and
burial will follow in the
The funeral for fuel Atkins
of 1701 Melrose, Murray, was
held this 'morning at ten
o'clock at St. Leo's Catholic
Church, where he was a
member, with the Rev. Martin
Mattingly officiating.
Pallbearers were Harold
and Thomas Brandon, J. 4B.
Orr, Tlaitnas Braxibli, Junior
Gallirnore, and Chuck Milan.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery, Chicago,
III., on Friday morning: The
Max Churchill Funeral' Home
is in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Atkins, age 58, died
Tuesday at 11:15 a.m. at-the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired.
electrical engineer with the-
Illinois Bell .Telephone
Company. He is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Michael
Carlotta, one son, Robert A.
Atkins, one brother, Virgil 0.
C. Atkins, one grandson,
Mickey Carlotta, and one
sister, Mrs. August W.
Baumann of 1608 Belmonte,
Murray.
The family request that
expression of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the American Cancer Society.
Federal State Market News Service
March 9, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog. Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act, 450 Est. 540 Barrows &
Gilts steady - weak Sows steady - firm
advance on wts. over 450
US 1-2 300-223 lbe. . . 5411.00-48.25 few 48.50
US 1-3500-240 lbs  547.50-4800
US 2-4 240-2601bs  • 146.50-47.50
US 3-4 260-29) lbs. A45.50-46.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. . . $39.0040.00 few 41.00
[IS 1-2300-50011e.  539.00-40.00
US 1-2 450-500 lbs  141.00-42.00
US 1-2 500450 lbs 542.00-4300 few 44.00
US 24 300-580 Hie - 138.00-39.90
Boars 27.00-21.00
RECOGNITION Of SERVICE—James A. Davis, left, Owensboro, accepts a resolution
of appreciation from Dr. Constantine W. Curds, Murray State University president. The
presentation is made on behalf of the university's Board of Regents.and recognizes




missing in a- rocky, forested
wilderness blanketed in snow,
12 days after they were to
have played in a basketball
officials .call the disap-
pearance -a real mystery"
,and say, they:re bqinning 'to
suspect foul play. Deputies
from Yuba and Butte counties,
some 150 miles northeast of
Sap Francisco, have been
SearChing fbr-The- men--on
horseback, with dogs, in four-
wheel drive vehicles and in a
helicopter-. The men: who live
with their families and belong
to a program for the mentally
handicapped, were reported to
be able to function well except
if placed in a stress o
situation when their behAor
tended to "deteriorate."
INTERNATIONAL
NAIROBI, Kenya ( AP) —
Ethiopian forces, Sweeping
south through the Ogaden
plateau, reported retaking
their second town in four days
in their coiinteroffensive to
quell the Somali revolt in
eastern Ethiopia. The
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDE today, furnished to the Ledger &
TImes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 
McDonalds Corp 
Ponderosa Systems . 15's -s-'s
Kimberly Clark 42% +
Union Carbide 39% -%
W. R. Grace   24% unc
Texaco  25% -311
General Dec. 45% -4
Hardees  13 +1%
Georgia Pacific  24% unc
Pepsico. .......... 25% +4
Jim Walters . . .. 271. +
Kirsch • 20 unc
Disney 33% -kr,






town .of-Deghaburc -95- miles
southeast of the key town of
Jijiga, which the Ethiopians
regained Sunday. The
Litigation
Front said its forces retreated
to the mountains and
countryside". after the loss of
Jijiga to continue their fight to





economy is headed for a new
round of inflation, are ready to
receive more economic clues.
under the brand name Depo
Provera.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger 1.0.




Air Products .... . .26 +'.
American Motors 4% uric
Ashland Oil 28 +11
AT&T 601. +%
Ford Motor Co 44 -%
Gen. Dynamics 42% +AI
General Motors 58%
General TIre 21% +14
Goodrich .i9% +11,
Gulf Oil 23% unc
IBM 245'. 4'.
Pennwait ......... . . . ... 32% luic
Quaker Oats 21;e unc.-
Tappan 81. 41.
.Western Union 16% unc
Zenith Radio 12% -%
L BARBECUE
Next Door To Tucker TV
121 North
Specializing in Good Old Fashioned
Hickory Pit Barbecni
v Delicious Steaks
v 10c Coffee - Free Refills
v 2 Spacious Private Dining Rooms
5 AM-l0 PM WON-THURS
5 AM-UNTIL Fri.-Sat.
WATCH FOR IT - 759-1864
-forination is due .today witJl
release of the gilvernment's
figures for February on 'the
prices received by
wholesalers. In January,
consumers found prices rose
0.8 percent, about double the
rate of the previous six
months. If averaged over the
entire year, that would mean
an inflation rate of about 10
percent. Supermarket prices -
rose 1.4 percent in 3anuary,
and in its latest 30-day report
through mid-February, the
government said prices
received by farmers jumped 3
percent.
WASHINGTON API — A
controversial three-month
birth control shot, widely used
in other countries, will be
ruled too dangerous for
contraceptive use in the
United States, sources say.
The sources, who asked not to
be identified, said Food and
Drug Commissioner Donald
Kennedy already had notified
the drug's manufacturer and
planned to announce his
decision to Congress today.
The drug is
medroxyprogesterone,
marketed by Upjohn Co.
WASHINGTON (AP) ---
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance is meeting two
guerrilla leaders who have
vowed to take over Rhodesia
by force. o ua
Robert Mugabe of the
Patriotic Front have
diSrnissed -fhe -current 'Oran for •
black rule in Rhodesia as "the
biggest sellout in African
history." Their meeting with
Vance --today represents -an
intensified effort by the ad-
ministration to bring -them
into the negotiations • and
thereby halt the raids con-
ducted by the guerrillas from
bases in Zambia and
Mozambique.
That's what folks are saying these days. Because they're
finding out just what their nearby' Dodge Dealer's offering in the
way of trucks. A cornprete lineup of 'good-looking, hard-Working
trodge-pickups and -ftr1+-4ime- few-wheelers. Like- the .tough, -dpen-
able D100 pickup. The wild and wicked Warlock pickup. The rough
and rugged, four-wheel-drive Ramcharger and Power Wagon pickup.
got--41--whernAt=eotints,--Wei,niet efesnetein-erre-
equment.  tri_t_eams i21 engineering and Sdlid construction 
One look at all the great trucks your friendly Dodge Dealer has
for sale or lease and you'll be saying . .. "That's my Dodge!" .







DYAL We're taming the tiger UNIROYAL
with a Safari Sale featuring
Double Steel-belted Radial Whitewalls...
TIGER PAWS
SAFARI SALE
Double Steel Strength, Radial
Performance And Value










It's the Right Time
to Get Quality And Value!





Store Hours: Mon.-through Thurs. 7-5, Fri. 7-6, Closed Sat.
